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GrAttention: Smart Business 
Students! Make a wise in
vestment today. Get your 
1983-84 Business Yearbook. 
$5.00. Hurry. Limited quan
tités.
Business Society Office T301

Attention all Dentists. The 
bag of grips has been lost. 
If you have info, please con
tact Yo Mama or Hills. 
Rhone 454-7256.

night (Oct. 21) - one red Interested in forming a 
nylon jacket with "UNB Red Religious Studies group with 
Devils" on the front and the special emphasis or discuss- 
number 2 on the sleeve. jng vocations. Those in- 
Contains car keys in the terested in participating 
pocket. Would the finder p|ease call Gail at 455-9129 
please contact Shawn or Stephanie at 455-9183. 
McMahon at 472-2431 
anytime after 6 p.m.

WANTED EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Mike MacKinnon 

MANAGING EDITOR 
Deborah Geneau 

NEWS EDITOR 
Dove Mazerol le 

SPORTS EDITOR 
Bill Truer

ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
Joey Kllfoil 

FEATURES EDITOR
Kathy Davidson 
OFFSET EDITOR 
Sarah Abraham 
PHOTO EDITOR 

Alys Glonnakakls 
Dove 'Poodle' Hayward 

BUSINESS MANAGER 
Ann Wilson

ADVERTISING MANAGER 
Derrick Stanford 

ADVERTISING DESIGN 
Susan Reed 

Kristen Godwin 
TYPESETTERS 

Corinne Boone

Lift to Southern States (esp. 
North Carolina) for 
Christmas. Wioll share gas. 
Contact R. Ganz. Maggie 
Jean, Chestnut House. 
Phone 455-9091. Lift to 
anywhere away from 
Fredericton anytime.

Male university students to 
share double room, own kit
chen and bath. Non 
smokers, non drinkers. 
Available November 1. 
Rhone 472-3408.

2 bedroom apartment 
within walking distance of 
campus starting Jan. 
1984. Phone 454-7160

BY KEI1 
All Half 

mark the ‘ 
of the "Gr<

Order yours:

Congratulations extended 
to Brian Darton and Susan

many. In 
lustrious 
grown fron 
one invoh

Lost: National semi conduc
tor - NS 98 calculator. Has
trigonometric ratios on the happiness in their future
wallet cover. If found pleae together, 
phone 455-3074 and leave Do you play trumpet of Sax-
name and phone number of ophone? If you do and you
bring to Forestry lounge and Dear Merrill Machine: We are interested in performing
leave in Pidgeion holes regret to inform you that with "The Thomists" please
under F. It is need for my your parts have been recall- contact Professor Harry
midterms. ed, and your birthday has Rigby at 455-3337.

been cancelled.

on the forthcoming engage
ment. We wish them much

one thous 
and specti

not include 
viewed tl 
television

1, LOST - One pair of silver 
framed glasses in a brown 
case marked Brunswick Op
tical. If found call Darren, 
Room 6, Neville House, 
Phone 453-4935.

MISCELLAENOUS

The Fredericton ‘Y’ is look- 
P.S. - Put that thing back in ing for coaches for their co- 
your mouth!. ed Youth Basketball Canada
Signed Bobby and the program. It is only 2 
Shadows. hr/week committment and

volunteers don't need to 
have extensive Basketballl 

(Training

CTV has c 
three of th

One person (preferably 
male) to share two bedroom 
apartment very close to 
campus. Rent is negotiable, 
heat and lights included. 
Would like someone around 
the first week in November. 
Furnished except for 
bedroom furnishings. 
Phone 454-6443 before 10 

454-6443 after 4

The ce 
ducted by 
"Harrisoi

experience.
Workshops provided). If in
terested please call Barb 
Gowdy at 455-8879.

Yoga Instruction. For begin- SKI CLUB - For those of you 
ning and experienced who missed the meeting of 
students. Held by certified the recreational ski club and 
instructor, Moggie Trahms- are interested in joining, 
Coombs, recently returned the membership forms can 
from study at the Iyengar be picked up before 
Yoga Institute of San Fran- Wednesday, November 2 at 
cisco. Daytime and evening the Recreation Office in the 
classes. Phone 454-6410, 8 lb Gym. All are welcome, 
to 10 a.m. or 5-8 p.m. THINK SNOW!

SR<STAFF THIS WEEK

John Geary 
Chris Earl 

B.D. Russell 
Chris Chapman 

Margaret MacDonald 
Ian Sutherland 

Lynn Sutherland 
J.C. Morton 

Dave Seabrook 
Tim MacKinnon 
Alan Doerkson 

Boogie Child MacKinnon 
Bill Dionne 

David Mogilevsky 
Keith McCarthy 

Campbell Morrison 
Fritz the Janitor 
Kaye MacPhee 

Jonathan Blanchard 
John Hamilton 
Suzanne Currie 

R. Hutchins

BY DAVI 
Brun! 

For the 
coutroven 
ing in tfv 
that is p 
deal of d 
SRC is go 
students 
Directors 
Union Bu 
membersl 
Directors 
students 
SRC, six s 
by UNB 
members 
Board of 
Univers 
Brunswicl 
of Direct 
for the SI 
Board ha 
authority 
Governo 
ultimate 
the SUB 
leaves tl 
SUB in tf 
Board of 

The nc 
appointii 
member 
simple, 
tions co 
of five 
by the S 
view all 
the po 
decides 
recomm 
mendati 
Presidei 
then inf

a.m. or 
p.m. Ask for Kenny or 
Brent. Serious inquires only.

Atari users group meeting, 
Tuesday 7:00 at RPC. For 
more information phone 
Rick Murphy at 455-4190.

m

s, Set of Maxwin Drums for 
sale in immaculate condi
tion, priced at $500 or best 
offer. Call Steve at 455-5798 
after 5 p.m.

Business Grad Social 
November 14 at the Arms, 
tickets on sale now at 
Business Society Office.

1
A Paid Education 
and a Career

« FOR SALE. 4
:■ :

$3.00.
Vuarnet Sunglasses -Don't 
settle for less, call David at 
455-0767.

1
Business Grad Pictures 
-Appointments now being 
made for November 14, 15, 
and 16.

Get the facts about tion if y°ur training schedule
allows.

On graduation you will be com
missioned as an officer and begin 
work in your chosen field.

V
the Canadian Forces 
Regular Officer 
Training Plan.

LOST AND FOUND

at the Arms FridayLost:
There will be a public affairs | 
department (CHSR-FM) 
meeting on November 2nd. 
from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. j 
in Room 203 SUB (next to the 
ballroom)

Th* Brunswfckan - In Its 11 Ith 
is Canada's oldest officialThere's no lifeYou have initiative, leadership 

qualities and are determined to 
succeed! This may be the plan |j|#jp |* 
for you. Upon acceptance the 
Canadian Forces will subsidize
your education at a Canadian For more information on plans, 
military college or a mutually entry requirements and opportu- 
selected Canadian university. We nities, visit the recruiting centre 
offer you good pay, paid tuition, nearest you or call collects-were 
books and supplies, dental and in the yellow pages under Re
health care and a month's vaca- cruiting, or mail the coupon below.

1 year.
student publication. The 
Brunswfckan Is published week
ly by the UNB Student Union 
(Inc.). Th* Brunswfckan office Is 
located In Room 35, Student 
Union Building, University of 
New Brunswick, P. O. Box 4400, 
Fredericton, N.B. E3B 5A3. 

Printed at Th* Dally Glaanar
In Fredericton.Subscriptions
$10.00 per year. Postage paid In 
cash at the first class rate, per
mit No. 7. National and local 
advertising rotes available at 
453-4974. General phone 
-453-49B3. News line - 453-4973.

Th* Brunswfckan, for legal 
purposes, will not print any let
ter to the editor If It Is not pro
perly signed. Th* Brunswlckon 
will, however, withhold names

DIAMOND RINGS 
WEDDING BANDS 

30-40% OFF 
LAY-A-WAY AT 

| FLANNERY JEWELLERS |
!

Atari users group meeting, 
Tuesday 7:00 at RPC. For 
more information phone 
Rick Murphy at 455-4190.

UNB nursing students are 
holding a series of 6 classes 
for young mothers with 
babies between birth and 
two years, on Thursdays, 
7-9 p.m.
Floor at DECH.

THE CANADIAN 
ARMED FORCES Canada

I™ The career with a difference

m
mow

Q&S.
rnH—Qi otwspst

Include* $1000000 
PI S PÔ Insurdrtce

Director of Recruiting & Selection 
National Defence Headquarters 

Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2

I am interested in the Canadian Forces Regular Officer 
Training Plan.

Name

room 4115, 4th
upon request.

Opinions expressed In this 
newspaper are not necessarily 
those of the Students' Represen
tative Council or the Ad
ministration of the university.

Articles may be freely 
reprinted, provided proper 
credit Is given.

Nearly new 
at 1/2 the price. 

455-2030

UNB Fottist Society's An
nual Roadtrip to Toronto 
Metropolitan Zoo. Last trip 
of the year before they put 
the little monkeys away. 
Special tour guide. Howard 
Cossell. Bring binoculars.

Telephone

Address

Postal CodeProv.CityIW HtOSPKT ST.
Degree held

?
-

B
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Great Pumpkin -a UNBtradition

annoying those who wished "Great Pumpkin ceremony 
to view the spectacle in a at 12:00 midnight, October 
civil manner. 31st. This unique and much

So why not come out and envied event promises to be 
the tenth annual the best yet!

THE BRUNSWICKAN-3October 28, 1983

ceremony of prayer for a 
boutiful ACADEMIC harvest, 
for ALL students, which is

necessary and basic for a 
successful university educa- j- 
tion.

Harrisonians, and a number 
of dignitaries from the 
university. The sacrifice is

BY KEITH MCCARTHY 
All Hallows' Eve 83 will 

mark the tenth anniversary 
of the "Great Pumpkin" cer-

view -4performed with three 
primary goals, those being: 
(1) The unification of a

mony. In its short but il
lustrious history it has 
grown from a small event to 
one involving upwards of

SRC NominationsFollowing last years 
ceremony, public opinion in 
the Brunswickan was very

enlightening and rewarding 
to we members of Harrison 
House. It showed us that we

residence membership in an 
attempt to foster "fraternal" 
friendship and strong house

spirit. (2) To perform a 
religious ceremony of 
prayer and thanks for the

Student Union President 
John Bosnitch 
Richard Burton

one thousand participants 
and spectators. This does Eng 6 

Sci 4 
Eng 5not include those who have 

viewed the spectacle on 
television as either CBC or

Scott Thomas 
have the backing of the vice President 
great majority of students $teven Brooks 
here at the University.
Perhaps this served to show

BBA 3bountiful Arcadian harvest 
(symbolized by the pum
pkin) which is the mainstay

Brenda Paul 
Comptroller

those who attempted to Hugh M. Brown 
disrupt the ceremony that Aubrey Kirkpatrick 
they were simply entertain- Board of Governors 
ing themselves and merely

BA 3CTV has carried the event 
three of the past 5 years. !

BBA 3 
BBA 4of life and socio-economic 

conditions of our environ
ment. (3) A religious

The ceremony is con
ducted by the members of 
"Harrison House" Law 1 

Eng 3 
BBA 5 
Eng 5

Mary Abraham 
Suzanne Currie 
Oliver Koncz 
Scott Thomas

ex-

SRC Controversy Resolved
Senate
Ross Finlay Antworth BBA 3 

Eng 6 
Eng 3 
Eng 5

names of the recommended plications committee
six students. It is generally presented. At this meeting J0hn Bosnitch 
assumed that after some Debbie Watson, chairman of
discussion the six students the Application Committee
recommended by the ap- and also Business Represen- 
plications committee would tative on the SRC, objected 
be appointed officially to to the consideration of the
the SUB Board of Directors. six names for the SUB Board Graduating Class V.P.
This is the way the system is because the applicants Deborah Annette Hempel

not interviewed as is Graduating Class Très.
Wendy Alexander 
Graduating Class Val. 
Deana Johnson

were
BY DAVID MOGILEVSKY 

Brunswickan Staff 
For the past two weeks, a 

coutroversy has been brew
ing in the SRC. The issue 
that is provoking a great 
deal of debate is how the 
SRC is going to appoint six 
students to the Board of 
Directors of the Student 
Union Building. The voting 
membership of the Board of 
Directors consists of three 
students appointed by STU 
SRC, six students appointed 
by UNB SRC, and two 
members designated by the 
Board of Governors of the

New

Suzanne Currie
Scott Thomas 
Graduating Class Rrez.
Kent Ross Guptill Eng

,

Eng 5
supposed to work, were
however, the actual process required. The chairman of 
has been greatly com- the SRC, Timothy Lethbridge 
plicated. agreed with Watson. Nor-

The complications began mally what would have hap- 
on Oct. 3, 1983 when the pened would be that the ap- Jamie Morton
SRC appointed Darren plications committee would Qavid Reckziegel
Evans, Debbie Watson, interview all the applicants. Forestry (1 full trm) 
Terry Morrison, Hillary Earl since the committee failed . chapman
and Michael Garvie to the to previously, and then, Christoph p
Applications Committee, with this additional informa- John LeGresley
Later, the newly formed Ap- tion, decide on the names of Education (2 full)
plications Committee met to the six students to serve on |_ynda Banks
review the applications for the SUB Board. Gordon Boulay
the SUB Board of Directors. A complication then arose 

this meeting the at this point because three
decided to of the five people on the ap

plication committee 
applying to be on the SUB 

It Board. This conflict of in
terest would obviously 
create some problems.

The SRC resolved this 
at the council

Eng 4

Ed 4
B 5

Eng 5

For 2 
For 1ofUniversity 

Brunswick. Since the Board 
of Directors is responsible 
for the SUB, members of the 
Board have a great deal of 
authority. The Board of 
Governors of UNB has 
ultimate responsibility for 
the SUB but traditionally 
leaves the running of the 
SUB in the hands of the SUB 
Board of Directors.

The normal procedure for 
appointing the six UNB 
members is on paper quite 
simple. First the applica
tions committee, made up 
of five students appointed 
by the SRC, meets to inter
view all the candidates for 
the positions and then 
decides on which six to 
recommend. This recom
mendation is given to the 
President of the SRC who 
then informs the SRC of the

Ed 2
Ed 4
Ed 2t Chris Stanton 

Science (2 full)
Michael Gordon Garvie

f During 
committee
recommend six students to 
be on the SUB Board from 
eleven applications, 
should be noted at this time 
that the applications com
mittee only reviewed the
various applications and did ...
not contrary to thb by-laws meeting held this week by Terry Morrison 
of the Student Union, ac- by-passing the applications phys. Ed. (] full)
tually interview all the can- committee. At this SRC Brjen Donovan
didates. The Committee was meeting the SRC ‘nterv.ew- ^ (] fu||)

of this rule at that ed all of the candidates pre- ' '
time sent and then picked six to Shelley Snow
""he m-jor even, oo be on .he SUB Board. The ,1, Engmeermg (2 full) 
curred at the SRC meeting students are Darren Evans, Lauchlin A. Murray
on Oct. 17, 1983 when the Janet Thornton, Debbie Nursing (1 full(

Watson, John Bosnitch. An- other Needed - Nominations open until 5 p.m., 
dre Faust, and Brent , ., „

Wed., Nov. 2

Sci 1were
Sci 2Darren C. Brown 

Business (2 full)
Ross Antworth 
Jeffrey Baggaley 
Computer Science (1 f.)

BBA 3 
BBA 2

ii
it

matteri. CS 4
ii
i-

REd 2
«

BA 3unaware
Is
ly

Eng 4ri
el*

of the six studentsly names
recommended by the ap-er

Bartley.
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SICivil Engineering Exchange
GERCER LIM proximately forty students - House Canada Citizen Par- 

from each university will ticipation, The Department 
take part in the exchange 
which is planned for the 
mid-term breaks of each 
university.

The H 
day thrc 
Saturda' 

There 
can ma1 

j whom a 
There 

duty wt 
There 

you ha’ 
I emerge 

ween tf 
| tor can

The engineering students 
of the University of Calgary 
will visit Fredericton on 

. February 12th to the 18th 
and are to be billeted with 
the University of 'New 
Brunswick Civil Engineering 
students. During their stay, 
both groups will take part in

of The Secretory of State, 
Ottawa, Ontario - Kl A 0M5.

As students, many of us may not be entirely sure about our 
futures. Some are lucky enough to have a certain career in 
mind that is positively right for the path for which they are 
headed with confidence and experience. Others, however, 
do not.

Decidedly, I fall into the "others" category. Many careers 
are eye-catching, but broad and diversified interests can 
generate uncertainty about which talent leads to what 
possibility, and once discovered, how each possibility can 
lead to a given career.

A Gift Certificate can be used to 
purchase any of the following ser
vices.

Why not give A Ziebort 
Gift Certificate this 

Christmas?social, cultural, and 
technical exchanges. Some 
of these events planned in
clude; exposure to Acadian 
cultural displays in Monc- Ziebart Some 

tre. X-re 
Chalmei 

A diei 
appoint! 
weight 
medical 
awaren 

If yoi 
need oi 
discuss 
made a 
for sanr

Here 
you in 
establi 

I beyom 
numbe

Serviceston, a visit to Kings Landing 
Historical Park, and tours of 
the Mactaquac Hydro
electric Dam, the Point 
LePreau 
Generating Station and the 
dry docks in Saint John.

What is needed amongst this confusion is some helpful 
direction. Heather Davey of the Counselling Services Career 
Centre suggests that each student who has an idea about the 
attraction of a given job should FIND OUT ABOUT IT. The 
first step is some background research at the Centre s Career 
Library, in order to clarify your idea and find out more about 
the job you have in mind. The second step is what the career 
counsellors fondly refer to as "the Information Interview".

Rust Protection—
□ Ziebart Formula Z—New
□ Ziebart Formula G—Older 

Vehicles
Sound Guard—Luxury of silence
Paint Centre
□ Chip Guard

. □ Versatil Liquid Line-A-Bed
Windshield Replacement—
D Insurance Claims
Car Groom—
11 Shine Guard 
I I Seat & Rug Protection 
f I Interior Shampoo 
I I Exterior Hand Wash 
t"l Vinyl Roof Treatment 
f 1 Engine Shampoo
Electronic Services—
FI Car Stereos 
f ] Cruise Controls 
FI Radar Detectors 
Other Services—
H Sun Roofs 
H Running Boards 
FI Splash Guards 
FI Body Side Mouldings 
f 1 Door Edge Mouldings

Nuclear

The University of New 
Brunswick Civil Engineering 
students are hoping to 
travel to Calgary for a five 
day visit with their host on 
February 19th to the 25th.

Broadly defined, the Information Interview is talking with 
another person in a low-key situation for the sole purpose of 
gathering information about a particular field of interest. One 
of the best ways to gain knowledge about an area of work is 
to talk to people doing that work, and the knowledge you ac
quire can provide the following benefits: i ;For further information on 

this group or other group I SI
-You learn what happens on the job beyond the understan

ding possibly gained through course work.
-Information gathered is first-hand and current.

-You gain a perspective of work that goes beyond job titles 
such as "Engineer" or "Journalist" to the skills that are us
ed. This allows much greater flexibility in planning options.

| FLAhexchanges telephone 
454-3658 or contact

Open House Canada - a 
program which supports 
reciprocating exchange 
visits across Canada for 
groups of young people, has 
offered the Civil Engineer-

F i___ :»

r
I!

1

v;
-Because Information Interviews are informal and low-

you gain self-confidence in talking with people while | jng stuc|ents Gf the Universi
ty of New Brunswick the op
portunity to participate in a 
similar exchange with the 
engineering students of the 
University of Calgary. Ap-

1stress,
learning what you need to know.V

I-Because you are asking only for information, the person I 
you interview will be more open, direct, and honest about his I 
or her career, its functions, assets, and drawbacks. This I 
helps you evaluate its potential for you as a valid possibility I 
for your future.

-Setting up an Information Interview is surprisingly easy: I 
simply call the Counselling Services Career Centre to help! 
give your ideas concrete direction and get you in contact I 
with a UNB alumnus, or other Fredericton - based person 
employed in your career of interest. A counsellor will coach 
you, make suggestions, and generally lend a helping hand 
and a sympathetic ear.

Even if you know what career is right for you, Information 
Interviews are useful for narrowing down your options to a 
specific angle. It is impossible to be aware of all the areas 
and categories hidden under a given job title, and you may 
be overlooking the very one perfect for your skills and in
terests.

Heather Davey recommends that you interview at least 
I three people in a particular field to get a more complete view,
I and to give you the chance to connect with someone you're 
I excited about. Alumni have shown an overwhelmingly 
I positive, friendly reception, so if you know of someone, "get 
I on the phone and call them! After all, you'll be asking them 
I to talk about their favorite subject: - themselves!"
I Next: An information interview with James H. Appleton, 
I B.A., L.L.B., University Lawyer_____________________ |

]
FLANNERY
JEWELLERS

SUB BUILDING 
454-8146 NO INTEREST 

REPAYMENT PLAN Im
PRO-TARC©m

LTD.
“Total Car Care Centre’’

Lr. St. Marys

472-5751
«

Diamond Promise Ring 
| as illustrated now on 

Special till supplies 
| last only $55.00
Ibooeooooooooooooooeeoo

.

(

Open every So*. 9 o.m. to 12 icon

Il<x

t
A

*

'f
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Student Services Demonstration peaceful
. Close to 75 people ed by the protesters and no

interfered with traffic.The Health Centre is open from 8;30 - 5:00 p.m., Monl 
day through Friday and from 12:15 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.j 
Saturday, Sundays and Holidays. I

There are three medical Doctors on staff with whom yoJ 
make appointments plus a part time psychiatrist witfi 

whom appointments can be made on a referral basis.
There are three nurses on staff and always at least one orl 

duty when the Health Centre is open 
There is an after hours 'on call' system. This means that if 

you have a problem which is not urgent enough for arj 
emergency room visit but does require medical advice bet-1 

the time the Health Centre closes and reopens, a Doc-j 
tor can be contacted by calling Campus Security (4830).

Some lab services are provided for you at the Health Cen-| 
tre. X-rays, however, have to be scheduled at the Dr. Everttl 
Chalmers Hospital.

A dietician from Beaver Foods is available once a week for I 
appointments with students. This dietician can be seen for I 
weight reduction supervision and/or consultation, fori 
medically related diets and for just general nutrition I 
awareness.

If you do not have an appointment, and think you may I 
need one you can drop into the Health Centre. A nurse will I 
discuss your problem with you and a mutual decision will be I 
made as to the best mode of treatment, all visits and reasons 
for same to the Health Centre are confidential.

Here's wishing you a healthy year. Our purpose is to assist] 
you in maintaining your present good health and, to help you 
establish a life style which will maintain this good health 
beyond your student years. The Health Centre telephone 
number is 453-4837. ____ _

noon
turned out for the 
demonstration, a response 
Kaye MacRhee, choir of the 
board of directors of WORD 
(a local peace group), found 
somewhat disappointing.
Blame for the less than en
thusiastic showing was plac
ed on lack of publicity and The demonstration down 
the fact the rally was adver- town was just one of many 
tised as taking place from across Canada as Interna- 
eleven to two. tional Disarmament Week

No disturbance was caus- began.

BY MIKE MACKINNON 
BRUNSWICKAN STAFF 

Saturday, October 22, 
was the International Day of 
Protest against the pro
liferation of nuclear arms. 
Several people gathered in 
front of the Federal Building 
for a peaceful demonstra
tion to mark the day.

The rally started at eleven 
in the morning and con
tinued until two in the after-

one
One of the demonstrators 
walked back and forth with 
a sign that read "Honk For 
Peace". This drew a good 
response from motorists as 
they drove by.

t

»,
cani.

ween

Engineering Week
ENGINEERING WEEK SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT 

(Saturday, Oct. 29, 1 983)
1. Chemical vs Faculty
2. Mechanical vs Electrical
3. Geological vs Computer Science
4. Forest Eng. vs Loser of 1
5. Survey vs Loser of 2
6. Civil Eng. vs Loser of 3
7. Forest Eng. vs. Winner of.1
8. Survey Eng. vs Winner of 2
9. Civil Eng. vs Winner of 3

Division IIDivision I

5 - E.E.
6 - S.E.
7 - Ch. E.
8 - M.E.

1. - GRADS/FACULTY
2 - C.E.
3 - F.E.
4 - G.E.

SCHEDULEFRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1983 

9th ANNUAL COASTER DERBY RACE" Division II 
5 vs 6 
7 vs 8
5 vs 7
6 vs 8
5 vs 8
6 vs 7

vs. win. div.ll

Division I 
1 vs 2 
3 vs 4
1 vs 3
2 vs 4 
2 vs 3 
2 vs 3

win. div.l

Time
9:00-10:00

- Registration and Inspection at the -) 0:00-11:00
1 1:00-1 2:00 
12:00-1:00 
1:00-2:00 
2:00-3:00 
3:00-4:30

• ■*NEW EARRING 
| SELECTION AT 
| FLANNERY JEWELLERS | 

25% SAVINGS

9:00 a.m.
Aitken Center.
9:30 a.m. - Trial Runs 
10:00 a.m. - Race Begins

I
II PRIZES:

1 st prize - $ 100.00 
2nd prize - 50.00 
3rd prize - 25.00

1r Support the

UNITED WAY

Rules

-10 players on field at a time 
-min 2 girls on field 
-max. 5 runs per inning 
-must supply 2 umpires from team

ENGINEERING B.B.Q.2:30 p.m.:
-at College Field
-grade A steaks with beverages

at 9:00 - 1:00 a.m.:
-COASTER DERBY COSTUME PUB 
-in the SUB-Ballroom 
-this is a Hallowe'en Pub so don't forget 
your costume!

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1983
Wed., Oct. 1 9 5-6 pm

9 00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.: Wed., Oct. 19 6-7 pm
"ENGINEERING SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT Fri., Oct. 21 4:30-5:30 pm

Fri., Oct. 21, 5:30-6:30 pm
-Queen Square Diamonds Tues., Oct. 25 3:1 5-4:1 5 pm

(See schedule below) Tues., Oct. 25 4:1 5-5:1 5 pm
Thurs., Oct. 27 1:45-2:45 pm

10 00 a.m.: "ENGINEERING CAR RALLY" Thurs., Oct. 27 2:45-3:45 pm
-Registration forms may be picked up outside Frj 0ct. 28 5-6 pm
HC13

Prizes supplied by Moosehead BreweriesN $31,000 
our target

ENGINEERING HOCKEY TOURNAMENT 
SCHEDULEB 25,000

20,000

15,000

12,000
8,000

-Registration deadline, Thursday, Oct. 27.
(Meeting, Thurs. Oct. 27 in F203 for drivers.
Bring registration, signed waiver and $6.00) -, 0 Winner of A vs Winner of B

-Prize and trophy for winning car -, -, Winner of C vs Loser of 1 0
-Note! Prize for most originally dressed crew 1 2 winner of C vs Winner of 1 0

FINAL ROUND ROBIN

Send contributions to 
Judy Sowers, in the UNB 
Comptroller’s Office or to 
the Fredericton United 

Way office.

and vehicle.
Fri., Oct. 28 6-7 pm 
Sat., Oct. 29 8:45-9:45 am 
Sat., Oct. 29 4:15-5:15 pm 

Winner of each division advances to a final 
round robin. All games are to be played at the 
Aitken Centre.

9;00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.:
"THE ENGINEERING GALA

-Location, Ballroom at Keddy's Motor Inn 
-Music by - "RAM" from HalifaxJ

->-*•

\

I
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y GILLIES OPTICAL FASHIONS
COMPLETE 

CONTACT LENS 
CENTRE

We fit both soft and hard lens 
We also fit the new 
extended wear lens

Regular Soft Contact 
Lens Special price

to Students

i

izj

,p1I

/e, 4 ,
►

IPr~ • :Zf Sm,X#t-il: - ;
eye examinations arranged

prescription eyeglasses 
special student discounts

ED'S
LEB/

$169.00 HAIV
SMC
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SEAI

25 Waggoners Lane VEG455-1227 EXT
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2.25ED'S
2.25LEBANESE 

HAM
SMOKED MEAT 2.99 
ROAST BEEF 
TURKEY 
SALAMI 
SEAFOOD 
VEGETARIAN 1.75

2.40

2.99
2.99
1.99
3.25

REGULAR DOUBLE
MENU FOR CAMPUS

457-0506
Sunday to Wednesday

10h00 to 24h00 
Thursday to Saturday 

10hOO to 3hOO

.50EXTRA

$1.00

NOW INTRODUCING 
THIi DKUVKRY SILKVICI:

60 Regent Street 
Between King and Queet i

Ed’sM/

Submarine
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Ttlf SftHKtl Lilt*LOSc

EFEn-o DTn0
*Lr Jesus had a purpose in mind when he spoke about the rich 

man and Lazarus. That purpose was to pull back the curtain 
of time and let us see and learn about life, death and eternity.

We learn first that it is appointed unto men once to die 
The wise, the educated, the poor, the black or white, the rich 
- they will all face death.

You would think a man knowing that death will come, 
would prepare. But most will push the thought out of his 
mind and forget. A wise man in business, seeing that some 

I problem lies ahead will prepare for it. He uses prudence and 
foresight to avert harm to his business. Yet so many neglect 
to prepare for death

Death does not end all. The evolutionary concept may 
Lr "Satisfy the physical appetite. Eat, drink, live it up.
I Death is the end." Death is not the end. That eternal spirit 
I will live on and on. There will be identity. Dives was still 
I Dives. Lazarus was still Lazarus. Dives recognized Lazarus.
I He remembered. There was consciousness. He had all his
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Md I .mental faculties.
I The last word of this rich man was - repent. He begged 

. I father Abraham to send Lazarus to warn his brothers lest
Abraham said

;X

i ?
j

they also come into the place of torment, 
unto him, They have Moses and the prophets; let them hear 
them. And he said, Nay, father Abraham: but if one went un
to them from the dead, they will repent" (Luke 1 6:29-30) 

These words reveal the heart of the rich man. He knew 
what to do to be saved. He knew that there is no salvation 
[without repentance. Yet he refused to do so. He did'not go 
[to hell because he was a rich man. Neither did Lazarus go to

The rich man was lost

1 IVe.

Iheaven because he was poor.
I because he rejected Christ.

There is a permanence to destiny, "the soul that sinneth, 
lit shall die." When breath is gone, man's destiny is settled. 
(There is no second chance - no intermediate place to 
(prepare. His destiny is fixed.

J | S.C.F. encourages you to get involved in our Campus Bible 
(study Program, everybody is doing it. One hour a week for 

f |six weeks will secure your foundation knowledge of the 
For more information give Henry a call atScriptures.

472-041 5. Remember to listen to Searchlite on CHSR bun-
Idays at 1 p.m.

1
NEED SOME TYPING?I I-we do: tables,thesis,reports,resumes,etc 

on a word processor;
-students special rates;

-you must be able to give 48 hours notice to do your work
I I
I

LAURICO SERVICES 25 Cambridge Cres. Fredericton,N.B. E3B 4N8L

t

I
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* BIBLE
STUDIES
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BY MIKE MACKINNON

editorial Si•-THE MUNSWICKAN October 28, 1983i

Literacy a university concern
This year the arts faculty has introduced compusory courses for its freshmen, Arts 1000 

and English 1000. Also, this year STU has dropped its English 100 equivalent, Writing 
100, from being compulsory. According to Professor Ploude, to draw a connection bet
ween the fate of Writing 100 and the future of English 1000 is unfair. He says that the two 
courses are different in two primary ways - first, that the STU course was compulsory for al 
students and taught by faculty members for different disciplines, whereas English 1000 is 
compulsory for only Arts Students and is taught by only the English department which has 
dedicated itself to improving the reading and writing skills of all students it comes in contact 
with. And secondly, UNB's course is dedicated to smaller classes.

There is an obvious need for the course, as many students arrive at UNB illerate, and 
some even leave illerate, however, there is still the question of making course compulsory 
in what should be the freest of all faculties. It is maintained, however, that the two com
pulsory courses in a student's first year do not add much more restrictions than already ex
isted in the faculty. And that those who do take it will be glad that they did if not already 
then at sometime during their academic career.

By adding this course, and by making all applicants write an English language con poten
cy test, the High Schools should recognize what is necessary in their curriculum, namely 
the English language writing and reading should be taught in High School, and not at 
university. These skills should be taken for granted in any high school graduate. If they 
were then the universities would be able to concentrate on more academic subjects, giving 
themself the freedom deserved.

These courses are on a three year trial, and should be continued on into the foreseeable 
future, but should not become a cornerstone for the programme. Pressure, through en
trance examinations primarily, but through any other influences the universities can exert 
on high schools, should be kept up. This way, high schools will recognize their deficiency 
and take steps to give priority to reading and writing. Once they have done so, then English 
1000 can be dropped.

English 1000 should be kept as a temporary measure against present illiteracy problems, 
and kept temporary for however long it may take.

Elections are nearly upon us once again. Last year we had 
a record turnout (nearly 40 per cent). Despite Dalton 
Camp's belief that apathy is not necessarily bad and students 
have the right to express their satisfaction through apathy, 
elections are not the time to apathetic. All of us are directly 
affected by election results and therefore should vote. If you 
are dissatisfied with the way things were run this previous 
year, the elections provide you the opportunity to express 
that dissatifaction. Like wise, if you were satisfied, the op
portunity is there to express satisfaction. On November 9, 
vote, because there is no room for apathy in student elec
tions.
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☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆

While on the topics of election, I would like to take this op- I portunity to say good-bye publicly to Brenda Paul and thank 
I her for work as News Editor. Brenda has decided to run for 
I Vice-President and we all wish her luck. /

☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆

Entertainment. A rare commodity last year but something 
getting plenty of this year. A great number of bands 

have been playing in the SUB this last month, some well 
known and others fairly new on the music scene, but all pro
viding excellent entertainment. John and CSL should be 
congratulated for ending the drought.

There is one problem though. Why aren't students com
ing out? It was disappointing to see how poorly attended the 
Minglewood/Kinetic Ideals pub was. If you want this enter
tainment to continue, I suggest you start attending some of 
these pubs. They won't continue if the lack of turnout con
tinues.

i
we are

Economy over society?
The news media have not been giving due weight to the protests in British Columbia aim

ed at the restraint programme of Bill Bennett's Social Credits. This is because of the 
media's support of the rightist owing and its hope that the swing will spread across Canada; 
but they don't want to publish with appropriate significance the actions of the opposing 
forces of the Socreds because they don't want to claim the voting public.

The Socreds have aimed their majority government at balancing the budget and at 
restraining of ending expensive social programmes. When the session began in June, Ben- 
net placed + + bills in front of the house. As of now, he has passed all but eight. The goals 
of four of the remaining bills are: restricting collective bargaining of government 
employees, eliminating rent controls, restructuring BC Medicare to allow for extra-billing by 
physicians, and replacing the human rights commission and human rights branch with an 
appointed five member council. The bills already passed have left many social groups who 
are quite unequipped to survive without aid completely on their own resources.

To guarantee their success, the Socreds have shown their willingness to use strong arm- 
techniques; witness the physical removing of opposition NDP leader David Barrett from the 
Chamber, and banning his return for the rest of the session, and the endless weeks of all 
night sittings in the Legislature to get as much accomplished as quickly as possible, before 
any real public opposition can be organized. The game is being played very rough in B.C.

Bill Bennett recently recognized that he was coming close to alientating the support of the 
political centre which won him the election, and he adjourned the Legislature indefinitely for 
a cooling off period. The publiç outcry has become strong enough to make him ease off on 
his blinkered economic approach to government. The protests prove that the issue is larger 
than just repairing an ill economy.

But what about this blind goal? Responsible government, a balanced budget, and an 
economy whose strength is the private sector are good goals, the are worth striving for. 
An why are they worthy goals? They are worthy because with a strong economy there will 
be full employment, and everbody will have enough money to live decent lives. But the 
restraint programme, the method, by which the Socreds are trying to achieve their goal, in
creases unemployment and unjustly injures those segments of society in need of public aid. 
But, does this make sense? Is the stoic approach necessary? Should we think about the 

economy first, or people first?
Similar programmes have been implemented in England and America. They have not 

been without success, but their success has come at considerable cost. Resulting from 
Thatcher's programmes in England, hordes if disillusioned unemployed punkers are fighting 
in the streets. And America is watching pieces of its society shrivel and die from exposure 
to the elements, namely the handicapped, the young, and the old. With this cost in human 
suffering, the economies have seemingly been turned about.

Is this what we want? Do we want to subordinate people to the economy? Have we not 
created the economy to serve our own ends?

If the Social Credit is successful in British Columbia, then Canada will see a real swing 
toward the right. If they are unsuccessful, then a leftward swing will result. Eigher way, 
future Canadian politics are in the experimental stages in B.C., and the questions posed in- 
this editorial should be given grave consideration.

i
ft

I realize not all students can get their hands on a 
typewriter, so it is understandable that submissions are not 
typed. However, it requires very little effort to make youj 
hand writing legible (try printing) by double spacing and 
writing on on one side of the paper. In future, illegible subj 
missions, including letters to the editor, will be refused 
because out typesetter does not need the headache (or the 
editors) of trying to decipher a page of hyrogliphics. Please 
print and double space your submissions.
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☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆☆

I was recently told some students prefer not to pay the 
$40 SRC fees because all they get is a Student ID, 
something they don't need. How wrong can you be? The 
SRC fees pay for many services and clubs provided by the 
Student Union. Without the fees there would be no 
Brunswickan or CHSR. There would be none of the many 
clubs or organizations that now exist. Without the fees we 
would have no yearbook or directory. Think about it. Don't 
you at some time use one of these services? If not then you 
have a right to complain about the fees, but I seriously doubt 
if there is a single person who fits into this category.

The following paragraph was omitted from Toks Akpata's 
letter to the editor entitled "Wrestler...".

I was not almost smothered. Nobody asked me if I mind
ed being pinned or not, so keep your dirty thoughts to 
yourself." This ommission was not intentional and was an 
error in typesetting.
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Red 'n BlackPoor management ofo
ig
t-

people and for the people 
NOT put and starring Ste- 
vent Brooks and Friends.

Mr. Brooks, not to flog a 
dead horse but, my partner 
and I worked painstakingly 
hard to get it together. You 
let us down for no good 
reason.

fO routine couldn't make a 
heck of a lot of difference. 
He informed me he would 
already have to cut the 
show time down. Is he go- 

Red & Black Revue this year. ing to cut people out who've
Perhaps in all fairness I a|ready auditioned and
should narrow that down to been accepted? TACKY? IF
only those with whom I ve the, show was already too
dealt, namely Steven long, why in hell did he let
Brooks and Patti Lenihan. my partner and I work 

Steven notified me that I ourselves to the bone to 
could audition for a part in produce an act for a non- 
the show. It was a dance existant spot in the show? I 
number. There was as asked him this and the truth 
much problem gettng this spilled out. He told he there 
audition as there was keep- was only one spot in the 
ing it. Audition times and fjrSf half of the show left 
places were posted for the ©pen and he did indeed 
show but no time was allot- want to fill it with a dance 
ted for individual dance act quT AFTER seeing OUR 

There was one for number the dance director 
music, told Steven, she and some 

firends wanted to do an act. 
Quite simply, she was in 
and we were out.

1. Applause for the pro
audition was arranged by fessional manner by which 
Steven with me for a day Mr. Brooks administrates 
following the other audi- the Revue (such fury brings 
tions. Mr. Brooks made no

I don't havedance director's act not 
started, but they weren't 
even sure of on idea to 
follow ... yet! (this is day 
following ou F audition) 
REALLY DEFINITE.

Please, let it be 
understood that I would not 
be bitching if our act was 
cancelled due to lack of 
talent (as criterion for ad
mittance should be) but in
stead some remote form of

nepotism, 
anything personal against 
Steven Brooks or Patti 
Lenihan - I only know them 
as "Director" and "Dance 
Director" of the Revue as 
such, they seem reliably in
competent or perhaps simp
ly too inexperienced for 
such responsibilities, 
understood this Red & Black 
Revue to be a show put on 
by the psople, starring the

Dear Editor:ill
This letter concerns the 

complete lack of good ad
ministrators running the

is
is
ct

id
ry
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Anziously awaiting justifica
tion

iy

Tori Tilden and Partner.n-
>ly
at

WORD gives thanksey
"ig

>le
n-

ment and through the co
operation of all the 
aforementioned people we 
feel we were succesful in

Woodshed a success.
We would be remiss if we 

did not extend thanks to 
Pam Gonzales of the English 
Department of FHS for help 
in trying to further the 
cause.

art Dear Editor:
WORD (World Disarma

ment) would like to take 
this opportunity to publicly 
extend our sincere thanks 
to a number of people who 
helped our group during In
ternational Disarmament 
Week. A great number of 
people assisted us when 
solicted for help and many 
offered and gave us more 
than requested. There is a

acts.cy
&singing 

skits/comedy and one to 
audition for prefabricated 
dance acts in the show ( ie. 
kickline). Because of this an

sh

this endeavor.
Chris Daley, Vice Chair- 

of WORD and I are 
than grateful for the

is,

man 
more
help our group received 
from everyone. When peo
ple go out of their way 
despite busy schedules, one 
cannot help but be touched 
by their generosity. 
Somehow the phrase 'Thank 
you' seems inadequate, 
however, for lack of a bet-

Kudos to Peter Boisseau 
and Harry Forestell of the 
Aquinian for offering and 
granting their assistance.

Last, but far from least, 
my personal thanks go out 
to Cindy Davis for her sup
port, encouragement and 
most of all, her patience.

WORD'S specific goal dur
ing International Disarma
ment Week was to make the

in to the depths of sar-mehe attempt to Set a time or Casm!) 
place for it so I took the in- 2. IF our 1/3 of a dance
iative and booked the dance could inspire a) the dance small group we send special
studio for the same day. I director assuming she has thanks to but shall remain
then proceeded to leave SOme qualification for nameless ... they know who
messages at as many possi- receiving the title and they are and, I trust, are
ble pit stops of Mr. Brooks therefore considered aware of how much their 
as I could discover. knowledgeable in the field help is appreciated.

The day of the audition Gf dance, b) the average First and foremost we
arrived and solely by chance person (which is of course would like to thank the
I was informed by someone the hope of every real Bruns. A special thankyou
who had "been by" the of- dancer) assuming she has goes to the Editor, Mike
fice that Steven could no qualification and was MacKinnon, for his co-
(would?) not make the audi- simply appointed dance operation, ideas and en-
tion but had arranged for director then would that not couragement above and
the dance director of the be indicative of some quali- beyond the call of duty. An-
show to be there (What did ty by itself? na Woods is another Bruns
he know about dance 3 jf | am mistaken and staffer we would like to of-
anyway, right?). Entrance Ms. Lenihan and Mr. Brooks fer our gratitude to for her
Patti Lenihan. decided before seeing our donation of artwork.

The audition time arrived, act that she and her friends We would also like to
where upon not only did Ms. (what happened to talent?) thank CHSR staffers, Blake
Lenihan appear but also the were going to be in it again, Paton, Signe Gurholt,
elusive Steven Brooks! I WHY GRANT US THE AUDI- Timothy Lethbridge, Jeff
must say, the audition went jlON IN THE FIRST PLACE? Fryer, Bonnie Tabor, Rod
very well. My partner and I At the audition only 1/3 of MacDonald and last but not
performed well and were Qur dance was shown least Andre Foust for his
praised MORE THAN ONCE because we were only in- help with memory cues,
on our results by the dance formed we could have the Thanks also go to SRC
director. Mr. Brooks also audition 4 days before it. It President John Bosnitch for
admittingly liked the audi- was understood by all that his kind assistance,
tion and told us they would we would be judged on the
confer matter and get back 1/3 We presented and the
to us the next day. potential it illustrated. The

Steven called the next reason Mr. Brooks gave us
day to tell me that our act for piloting so little time wa an evening of musical enter-
was good but it could not be because he needed definite tainment. We also very
in the show because the acts he could be sure of much appreciate those who
Revue was already too lone. -something he could put on are generously offering
I called him back and told stage, so he could get their time and talent to
him if it was already too organized. He then admit- make tomorrow night at the
long a 2 minute dance teC| that not only is the

ia;
ng

at
}n-
als ter one . . .

Kaye MacPhee
students aware of our group Chair - Board of Directors 
and the issue of disarmo-

?nt
by
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Apology for Murrayrm-
the CHSR) Mr. Murray pointed 

out to the council that the 
reason

Dear Editor:
At the last SRC meeting 

(Oct. 24) I made the remark 
the Councillor Murray did that he wanted to (and did 
not suppport the residences
in their fight last spring to attempt to) make a motion

that there be even more ad- 
keep the dining hall voting votjng polls than a-
poll stations. I backed up 
this statement by referring jor
to the minutes of the SRC 
meeting of 07.03.83 in which

all
are he voted "no" was
,C.
the
for
on
ger

mendment la had called
an

Dr.
will It is with great sincerity 

that I apologize to Mr. Mur
ray for wrongfully accusing 
him of non-support of the

the
Mr. Murray voted "no" on 
the Amendment la, which 
reads - "That a polling booth 
be provided for students 
during a SRC election in Me- residence students in this
Connell Hall, Lady Dunn Hall situation. Mr. Murray has

always proven himself to be

in-
îid.
the

not
om Joan Welhauser of the 

Woodshed is to be com
mended for her able 
assistance in co-ordinating

ting
and McLeod House and be it
further resolved that the an honest and democratic 
students have their student councillor who has given the 
cards present when they students of engineering the 
vote. SMITH/EVANS 6/5/0. best representation possi

ble of anyone.

ure
nan

not

'ing
Grant C. Smith 

Engineering Rep
Later (after the meeting 

of Oct. 24 went off the air on
ray,
I in-
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Photos and Interviews by 
Bill TraerWho or what are you going out as this Hallowe'en?
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Geological Eng. 2
See last week's front page

Deborah Geneau Bruns 5 
A bisexual wood nymph

Ch.E3 Dave Mombourquette Law 1 
Sean Connery

Suzanne Currie 
The Great Pumpkin 
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Andrew Haines BBA 2 
A lush -
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soon he won't be able to 
show his face anywhere!
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but have always been 
priced specially for you Monday: Daniel Hiene

Folk/Rock
Wednesday: Inter City Jazz Connection

Jazz '
Dishes prepared freshly & Daily! 

Imported Unique Extras 
We do it all for the unique & special you!

An

Lasagna $2.85 Times 
provid 
single 
level o 
one a 
tempi 
Fagrei 
from t 
ing at 
ten m 
jured f 
direct

Frenchbread
Lettuce & Tomato

L1

Pizza $3.50 
'AlldressecT 

Old Italian Style

Our Regular Prices are 
always on Special for You

A Taste of the Best Rar
oil stc 
1,00! 
woulc 
Any s 
every 
recei\ 
of rai 
cance

39 Westmorland St., Frederic ton, X.B.
Telephone 434-l(>(i8 

Open Sunday - Wednesday 9 a.m.-l2:30 
Thursday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 4

a.m.
a.m.
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tions and several international organizations, in
cluding Project Ploughshares, claims that 
'...World Military costs have risen to $600 billion 
a year, well over $1 million a minute."

One person in five is trapped in degrading 
poverty, malnourished, illiterate, surviving at a 
level below human decency. At least 450 million 
people in the world suffer from malnutrition and 
hunger.

The global social deficit is large and continually 
growing. But solutions are within the power of 
the world community, given the political will. One 
natural starting point is the reduction of the 
world's massive military burden. The economic 
objective is two-fold: to release public funds and 
to reduce the harmful effect of military spending 
on the world economy.

A rough financial estimate based on World 
Bank studies indicates that in order to meet the 
basic needs of all mankind, it would take $125 
billion invested over a ten year period and broken 
down irtto:

NEED
Food and nutrition 
Education
Rural/urban water supply 
Urban housing 
Urban transport
Population and health programs

Arms spending by the developed nations is cur
rently estimated at between $200-250 billion 
per year!

Briefly then, there is no defence against nuclear 
attack...it means the destruction of the fabric of 
human society. It means extinction. The only 
hope is to rouse the concern and the anger of the 
people, this last point is one of the aims of WORD 
- we hope to do this by way of information 
booths, workshops, sponsoring speakers, 
distributing pamphlets and publishing articles 
such as this.

Like a member of the Physicians for Social 
Responsibility I entertain the hope that we can 
save the frail beauty of this world; I believe that 
we who are desperately worried and afraid, are 
part of the majority of humanking. I believe that 
the future lies with us...or there is none.

tionof 1 megaton = 1 megadeath is probably ap
proaching the likely facts.

If a firestorm is generated , the lethal area is in
creased five-fold, 
pressure wave travels outwards at more than the 
speed of sound, followed by a wind greater than 
1 500 km per hour. The surrounding air rushes in 
and fans fires which, inevitably, have started."

One U.S. government estimate is that 1 50 
million people would die in an all-out nuclear at
tack on the United States. Food, air and water 
would be contaminated. Survivors would die of 
thirst and starvation, radiation sickness and un
controlled infection. The widespread destruction 
of hospitals and health personnel would in
capacitate health care. Dr. Ron Bates a Canadian 
delegate of International Physicians for the 
Prevention of Nuclear War, sponsored by Science 
for Peace, a UNB-F based peace group, spoke at 
MacLaggan Hall on September 27th and warned 
his audience of this. He also stated "There is no 
medical response to nuclear war."

The Brittish Medical Association agrees, and in 
its 1 983 report states that a nuclear exchange 
would kill most doctors and nurses; drugs would 
be scarce, law and order would break down; 
diseases such as tuberculosis and cholera would 
break out; in short, the BMA says, citilized life as 

knmow it, and the human values and ethical 
standards upon which the practice of medicine 
are based, would cease to exist. Britain's govern
ment claims that rescue services could help im
mediately after a nuclear attack...the BMA refers 
to this hope as dangerously unrealistic.

Another factor that must be considered is the 
economic one. The arms race is draining the 

According to a study by a coalition of 
control groups, World Military and Social 

expenditures 1982, nuclear and conventional 
have wasted resources without 

enhanding international security.
Under its heavy military burden, the global 

economy has suffered", writes the author of the 
study, Ruth Leger Sivard. "The diversion of 
resources from civilian needs is a silent killer, cur
bing productivity and development, and adding 

millions to the hundreds of millions of peo
ple who lack the most basic necessities for life." 
The report, using information supplied by the 
Pentagon, the C.I.A., United Nations organiza-

Editor's note:
This is the second installment of a two part article 
dealing with the issue of disarmament in keeping 
with the aims of International Disarmament 
Week.____________________

This can occur because a

i3 The entire firepower of World War II was
one million tons ofmegatons; (1 megaton =

TNT) the existing firepower of nuclear weapons is 
18,000 megatons; equal to 6,000 World War 
Ils. The statistics and the implications are terrify
ing. Inga Thorsson, a former Under-Secretary of 
State for the Swedish government and a delegate 
to various UN bodies asks:

"What does this destructive power, beyond 
anyone's imagination, really mean? I must frankly 
state that it is beyond my understanding." Even 
those who once developed nuclear weapons and 
at one time elaborated the nuclear doctrines now 
call into question the concepts of deterrence, of 
balance of terror and nuclear strategies and tell us 
enough is enough, that we have to reconsider 
and change course.

We, like Inga Thorsson do not pretend to 
understand the rationale behind the development 
of the arms race, however, we can by briefly 
relating two aspects of the nuclear arms issue, 
make you, the reader, aware of our rationale.

An advertisement placed in the New York 
Times by the Physicians for Social Responsibility 
provided the following facts: ...the effect of one 
single 20 emgaton bomb exploded at ground 
level on an American city would produce a fireball 
one and a half miles in diemeter and have a 

of 20-30 million degrees

BILLIONS OF $
42
25
28
16we 8

6

temperature 
Fagrenheit, vaporizing everything. At six miles 
from the explosion centre a silent heat flash mov
ing at the speed of light would kill everyone, to 
ten miles there would be 50% dead and 40% in
jured and to twenty miles 50% dead or injured by 
direct heat and blast.

Random, spontaneous fires from gas lines and 
oil storage tanks would coalesce into a firestorm 
1,000 square miles in area. Immediate deaths 
would be between one and two million people. 
Any survivors of this would die of radiation - and 
everyone up to 100 miles downwind could 
receive a lethal dose of radiation. Sublethal dose 
of radiation would produce fetal malformation, 
cancer and persistent genetic change. A calcula-

economy. 
arms

arms races

more



info Page
Minutes adopted as read

Communications: Bosnitch declares this week World Disarmament Week in 
affiliation with WORD. Urges students to visit booth set up outside SUB Blue 
Lounge.

Executive Reports: Comptroller Evans reminds councillors that SRC meeting 
starts precisely at 7:00 p.m. Informs council that residence students strong
ly desire polling booths in residences ie. McConnell, Lady Dunn, McLeod 
House, and LBR. Points out strong turnout of residence students at the

Vice President Lethbridge reminds students that SRC election nominations 
forms should be in to the SU office no later than Wednesday at 5.00 p.m. 
Forsees a record number of nominations this year Lethbridge further an- 

that the Student Directory should be available to students soon. 
Drewery enters 7:15
President Bosnitch announces that Safety Commission has had its first 
meeting with skeletal representation from women's residences and C.P s. 
Investigation into accommodation and Housing proceeds, commission 
awaits testimony from Helga Stewart and Roy Brostowski. Bosnitch an
nounces increase in cafeteria service until midnight. Reminds students that 
Beaver contract is up this year. Bosnitch further mentions the establishment 
of a Housing committee. Also raises issue of Ombudsman. Appeals to 
councillor's for support at Board of Governor's meeting Friday, Oct. 28th.

Unanimous carried

Be it resolved that polls be established in McConnell Hall McLeod House, 
Lady Dunn, LBR, Head Hall, Tilley Hall. McGIaggan, D Avary Hall, IUC, 
Forestry Building, Ludlow Hall, SUB, and the L.B. Gym.

Pringle/Brown 
Unanimous carried

*^nion' /Koncz
resolved that the SRC ratify Carl Weatherhead as Chairman of this

Watson/Evans 6/2/2 
carried

nounces Be it
year's Winter Carnival Committee.

Move to adjourn 9:40

discount servicesX

Old Business: Be it resolved that SRC table S.U. budget at next week's 
meeting.

The costs students face on campus have been skyrocketing for yean. We have forced to buy from 
Bosnitch/Chapman 5/5/2 'monopot, roer/h.ncW o, their tonna b«w. wo tom ■""J»?

Lethbridge breaks rie Morion carried. -

available.

1

Bosnitch leaves 7:55

Application for SUB Board. Applicants: Faust, Bosnitch, Thornton. Bartley, 
Evans, Osborne, Burns, Garvie, Koncz and Watson cite experience and new 
ideas for positions.

USED BOOKS

We are now selling used textbooks at discount prices, hstead of spending hours looking through outdated 
‘book sales' notices, you can visit our outlet every day, 10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m., to find the books you nee . 
We maintain a complete listing of all the books in stock, which we keep posted all over the campus.

Bosnitch enters 8:1 5 
Pringle enters 8:20 
Fryer enters 8:30

Debate and questions to applicants

Move that council vote for 6 positions on SUB Board.

UNBJACKETS
m

all-red in cotour, made ofCSL has a full range of sizes in lined and unlined UNB pickets in stock, they are 
Be it resolved that John Bosnitch be appointed to SUB Board for the term weat»,eMesistent nylon. The insulated versions sells for$22, the unlined forS20.
Oct. 83 - Oct. 85; that Debbie Watson and Andre Faust be apponted to SUB 
Board for the term Oct. 83 - Oct. 84; and that Brent Bartley, Janet Thorn- 

and Darren Evans be appointed to SUB Board for the term Feb. YEARBOOKSm ton, 
83-Feb.84.'

Order forms are readily available at the ‘ exchange for students wishing to buy the 19 8 3 and 198 4 Up The HH1 
yearbooks. The 198 3 yearbook is due to arrive in November and will be distributed from the the exchange , 
Itooml26. Fbrthose interested in eariierissues we still have yearbooks in stock back to the 19 60 s. All years 
are sold for $ 15.

Pringle/ Drewery 10/1/2 
carriedV■r

il SDC appointments for 2 seats.
Applicants: Lyons, Osborne, Pringle, Valardo

Koncz leaves 9:10

Move to table motion at next week’s meeting

.*
COPYINGV

As a special student service we are now offering the lowest prices copy service on campus...5 cents a copy. 
/Bosnitch 10/1/2 The service provides for single or double sided copying in aUsized from 8 V« x 17. Fbrthose who are copymgm 

carried bu]ki we abo provide a Gestetner electronic printer which turns out pages at a cost of only 1 cent each. The 
copying service is available from 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. on a daily basis, and every night until 12:00 a.m.

New Business: Bosnitch calls for SRC volunteers to improve parking on wjjen members of SU Executive are in.
campus.
Volunteers: Wentzall, Fryer, Lethbridge, Brown 
Thornton leaves 9:15 
Wentzall leaves 9:16
Be it resolved that council call for immediate establishment of a campuse in- ^ lawyer is available for all students Tuesday 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. in the CSLBusiness Office, SUB, 
dependent ombudsman , room 125 Ftee consuttatin are given on a first come, first served basis. Fbr more specialized treatment con-

Sli?IK <“* «"su *-“«**»

LEGAL AID

Wentzall enters 9:20 Adequate numbers of all University based publications, from leaflets to newspapers are available at the *ex-
Be it resolved that advance polls be held in,the SUB the Tuesday prior to tne cbange. room 126. Now, you can be sure to get a copy of the Bhinswickan, Perspectives, Aquinian, or Stan-
election. dard, without spending hours searching around campus to find leftovers.
Bosnitch/Wentzall These services are only the beginning of the planned operations of CSL’s discount
Drewery leaves 9:30

Roll call vote SPECIAL NOTKE

This year,at registration, all students were required to pay a total of $40. in Student Union fees. Of 
that,! 3 0 .constituted the regular fees used for Student Union operations, and $ 10 was an additional REFUN
DABLE fee collected for the Third Century Fhnd. Although all students paid the refundable fee at registration, 
because the fund drive is optional,any student may claim a rebate of $ 10 by fitting out the attached form. All 
completed forms must be delivered to the CSL “Exchange” during business hours (10am-2pm) before 
November 1 st

Name

L the undersigned UNB student would like to receive a refund for the $ 10 optional Third century Fbnd fee I paid 
at registration.

Signature,

Bosnitch: yes 
Brown: yes 
Chapman: yes 
Dickinson: yes 
Evans: yes 
Fryer: yes 
Lethbridge: yes 
Mogilevsky: yes 
Murray: yes 
Pringle: yes 
Smith: yes 
Watson: yes 
Wentzall: yes

ID#

Date

M



RENOVATION SALE
1

CLEARANCE OF EXCESS INVENTORY!s ©TDK Our Workmen Need More Room

AUDIO
CASSETTES GREAT SAVINGS

*3.99
*2.99
*1.99

SA-90
We apologize for any inconvenience during our renovations but feel the 
savings will extend our sincere apologies.AD-90

D-90 ■

y2 Linear
price | Tracking

In 83

i

Audio Technica 
ACCESSORIES

Headphones

>

i

Model: Point 2 
Ultra Lightweight 
stereophones. 
List: $37.95 $2995 1 on all
Cartridges $CQ95
List: $90.00

d

r-v'v~

Direct
Drive
Turntable
Including
Cartridge

v

JBL T -

)f

Record
Cleaner speakers $23995095

^KENWOOD

Onlym
Techni Clean AT-6015 
List: $24.95

i\
is

^KENWOOD' FM/AM TUNERRECEIVER . 
PACKAGEY-

in
he

J:,,,m. I :30 Watt/Channel
RECEIVER PACKAGE o! o. _

KR-910 KENWOOD 
RECEIVER

IB.
■ 30 Watts /Channel
■ High Sensitivity 

Tuner

KT-33>n-
e 5 LED signal strength meter 
e LED tuning point indicator 
e Stereo Separation: 40 DB at 1kHz 
e Easy, precision tuning system

k.J
m 4 Speaker Capable

C.E.C. - ST -110 
TURNTABLE

BX-
in-

*

■ Belt Drive
■ Auto Return
■ Audio Technica Cartridge $119”*399”Of

ONLYJN- AUDIO PULSE SPEAKERS OillV
■ 3 way air suspension

on,
All

;oie

MUNTZ STEREO
Wed 9:00 7:00 Thurs-Fri 9:00 9:00 Sat 9:00-5.00

>aid

Hours: Mon-108 Prospect
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There are a number of 
countries in the world with 
an established system of 
campus radio, but Canada 
has one of the oldest and 
largest student broadcast 
traditions. That doesn't 
mean there are no critics of 
student radio. It's still seen 
as an underground and fr
inge movement and, as one 
critic puts it, a public form 
of verbal gratification for 
those involved.

had up to ninety different 
local bands in their music 
rotation.

Another valuable result 
of campus radio is the of
fering of multi-cultural pro
gramming. A number of 
campus stations are also 
community stations, draw
ing a large proportion of 
their membership from out
side the university. These 
people often plug in to pro
vide diverse programming 
for ethnic groups and 
minorities, who are usually 
not served by commercial 
radio. CKMS-FM at

On Campus Radio
becoming more and more 
ligitimate in the eyes of 
both the Canadian public 
and the music industry, 
which finally realizes that 
the new music revolution 
right now on commercial 
radio owes its origin to col
lege radio. At large univer
sities. their stations have 
attained a high profile as 
providers of true alternative 
sounds, especially when 
they sponsor live concert- 
sor issue monthly music 
magazines. The future of 
campus radio as a training- 
ground for potential broad
casters and as a powerful 
entertainment alternative 
seems

tion, and fund them accor
dingly. The CRTC allows 
advertising as another 
source of revenue, but 
regulations are extremely 
rigid. As you may have 
noticed, the commercials 
on CHSR are much dif
ferent from normal radio 
spots, limited by regulation 
as time sponsorships only. 
Only one or two campus 
stations are financiannly 
self-
sufficient, notably the 
flagship of Canadian 
university radio, CKCU 
Radio Carleton in Ottawa.

Despite these difficulties, 
campus radio is strong and 
is growing every year. It's

mation shows by and for 
minorities, like their Cana
dian Indian show and the 
two-hour long Leaping Les
bians, a show which aMone 
point generated a lot of 
controversy but now is one 
of their most listened-to 
programs.

All campus stations seem 
to experience the same pro
blems, CHSR included. 
High personnel turnover 
and a lack of continuity are 
endemic to all volunteer 
organizations, as is a lack 
of funds. Most campus sta
tions are funded by their 
student councils, who 
often don't realize the im
portance of their radio sta-
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However, the music in
dustry sees campus radio in 
another light. According to 
a spokesman for Ready 
Records, a Canadian label 
promoting bands such as 
The Spoons and TBA, cam
pus radio is the only way _ Canadian programming, 
for local bands to break on-

Waterloo is one example; 
about a quarter of their 
schedule is devoted to non-

say
refus
confi
Andlike Chinese, Arabic, Por

tuguese and Turkish 
shows. The same station

same
publiito the scene.

Speaking at the National 
Campus and Community 
Radio Conference last 
August in Montreal, she 
said that the music industry 
is becoming more and more 
reluctant to give new musi
cians a break. The costs 
and risks are just too great 
unless the companies are 
almost totally sure a new 
band will be commercially 
successful. And, as most 
new bands strive for a 
decidedly non-commercial 
sound, where does that 
leave them?

Campus radio. Across 
the country, there are over 
eighty college and com
munity stations, some 
broadcasting on the FM 
band, a few on AM, but 
most as closed circuit 
system within particular 
boundaries. By accepting 
demo tapes, playlisting 
them, and promoting and 
sponsoring new bands in 
live performances, campus 
radio stations are the only 
way much new Canadian 
music can reach the air-

'&
; m It'salso provides talk and infor- secure. tour
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ALlEUIAmVE 
RECORD ChttC?
1. BIG COUNTRY—THE CROSSING

The most exciting debut of the year. BigCountry is a Scot
tish band, fronted by Stuart Adamson, formerly of the Skids. 
Their blend of rock and traditional Scottish music is original, 
compelling, and powerful. A band to watch for!

7. PARACHUTE CLUB—PARACHUTE CLUB
The darlings of the Toronto critics. An excellent debut from 

yet another Canadian band. Jazz-funk-pop-rock that's ex
citing !

V

8. GRAHAM PARKER —THE REAL MACAW
A certified hit, slowly working its way out of the Top 10. 

Parker's' 2. PAYOLA$ — HAMMER ON A DRUM
One of Canada's finest rock bands. After the resounding 

success of their last album, a a clean sweep at the Juno 9. YELLO—YOU'VE GOT TO SAY YES TO ANOTHER EX- 
Awards, the Payola $ return w.ih a collection of songs that are CESS 
their strongest material yet. Excellent!
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Some of the most bizarre electronic music we're heard in a 
while. An excellent sense of humor and perfect timing are 
what makes this album work. Yello is wonderfully weird.3.MESSENJAH —ROCK YOU HIGH

Another fine Canadian band, making their debut with Rock 
You High. Authentic reggae at its best! 10. JUNGLE JANE & THE BANANAS—DEMO TAPE

From Fredericton, JJ and her Bananas work their way 
down the charts. Based in Montreal, a new band that's on it's4. CABARET VOLTAIRE—THE CRACKDOWN

Avant-garde electronics from this prolific British group who way. 
now have 10 albums to their credit. The Crackdown is the 
Canadian dubut of Cabaret Voltaire. An interesting variation 

electropop.

for
met! i 
clear 
and i

11. TALKING HEADS—SPEAKING IN TONGUES
Talking Heads have finally come into their own with a 

superb collection of songs, ranging from accessible dance 
stuff to the intelligent musical experiments we've come to ex
pect. A must for music fans!

on

At5. BAUHAUS—BURNING FROM THE INSIDE
Still a popular choice at CHSR, with the smooth single 

'She's in Parties.' A band that will be missed.
first
audi
mam
Low
Tecf
noth
ever
horn

waves.
A glance at the playlists 

of college stations rein
forces this. CITR, UBC's 
station, consistently 
devotes about % of their 
Top 40 to local acts, and 
CKLN-FM at Ryerson has

12. JOE JACKSON -MIKES MURDER SOUNDTRACK
Even though the movie has been held back from release, 

the soundtrack is finally available. Joe Jackson recreates the 
cosmopolitan sound that was so successful on his Night and 
Day LP. Even though this is a soundtrack, it also stands in its 
own as a new

6. BOYS BRIGADE —BOYS BRIGADE
Canadian music has never sounded so good as it has in 

1983. Boys Brigade from Toronto create some exceptional 
pop material. Accessible without being commercial. Highly 
recommended. Joe Jackson album. Very ^ood!

■
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«oroonsEviEVV ROUGH
WEAPONS

TRADE--- Rough Trade's sat around vocals. Carole vamps it up 
Toronto long enough. After (as she does at least once 

A sure thing. The almost 1 5 years and 4 per album), in Soft-core, as 
most important Canadian previous albums, they're she portrays a confused 
album released this year, ready to take the forefront and troubled lover. Paisley 
Rough Trade skyrockets of the music scene. And I Generation is a mod tune 
loan artistic maturity with hope they do. I don't about the Velvet 
'Weapons', combining jazz understand why they've Underground days of acid, 
themes, funk and dance been ignerod for so long, tie-dyeing and the like; and 
rhythms into a compelling This is
blend. This album is ab- deserves to be heard; well-known Toronto musi-||§ 
solutely superb. possibly Canada's most im- cian Don 'Ravi' Troiano.

With 'Weapons', Carole portant force in new music. Also guesting are Lisa dal 
Pope and Kevan Staples Weapons contains ten Bello and Nona Hendryx,» finally show the stuff of songs that range from the latter appearing in Ter-1 ■■■Hi 

which they're made. From dynamite dance numbers ritorial, which could be by 
the tantalizingly erotic of jazz and mod tunes. Talking Heads. Very in
album cover to the seduc- Deca-Dance (a title which teresting! Ten outstanding 
live synthersizer hooks, sums up life for Carole and cutis in all, including 
from Pope's smoldering Kevan), is an ir- Weapons, the title track 
lyrics to Staple's riveting resistabledance song with and so far the AM hit in 
intensity, they've done it. strong bassline and superb Central Canada.
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band that it features a sitar, played byone7.9 Ü
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THURSDAYS
8pm THE HOMEGROWN 
SHOW: An hour of bluegrassHLiGhno
9pm HIP CITY: The 60s 
revisited with host Bob Ellis
FRIDAYS

MONDAYS
10am LIVING SCIENCE: 
What's new and unusual in 
the world of science. With 
host Dr. Alan Sharpe

more
5S Of 
}ublic 
jstry, 

that 
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ercial 
o col- 
niver- 
have 
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when 
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here though, finding familiarmusic
represents a partial return rhythms and Partridge's 

XTC's new album Mum- to the grassroots. Not the workingman's vocal style 
the heels of grassroots of XTC, mind prevalent in a majority of

TheXTC—MUMMER

6pm HAPPENINGS: A 
magazine of what's happen
ing in entertainment on and 

7pm ‘UNB SRC Broadcast: off campus, including the 
Live for your enjoyment

mer comes on_______
the tremendous success of you, but a . return to the the tracks.Î982's ÊngHsh Settlement roots of English So. why call the LP Mum- 
album, and the band's per- Merseybeat rock, as mer? It turns out that mum- 
sonal problems of 1983. It evidenced on the tracks mers represent an old tradi- 
reveals the same wind- Great Fire and In Loving |lon of dumb show, per- 
tunnel as last year's effort, Memory of a Name. You formed in disguise, once a 
leaving the listener can only speculate that this year, usually at Christmas, 
weather-beaten but always may be the work of ^artnd9e compares this to 
refreshed. What can you substitute drummer Phipps. th® ™a,kJn0 t*fn album- . 
say about a band that X1"C has in no way *TC 8 duirkiness and 
refuses to work within the stagnated over the course ®P‘I®J*1® ^ 
confines of pop music? *f their six albums. The ^ . . . ^
And how do you sell this music here is as fresh as ®" J’lrnt9.C°m!J’1

band to the general the political filibustering cial success for them, but I
public if they will not tour? Andy Partridge loves to MmLnn^anH Vr?H

It's very unlikely that a challenge his listeners with. u'd"10
tour will accompany Mum- And it seems that's what ^mncictentiv in
mer. XTC's last tour was the band enjoys: challeng- ™ost consistently in-
rancelled after Andy Par- '"9 the listener while pro- *®r®®*"2 ®nb Tvj!j.e 
tridge, the band's driving viding them with the most *2 2. L? 
force, collapsed after rh^.hei, entertainment musrc^has *ways

doctor could find no reason The album won't gather middle weiqMouT
for his illness other than a too many new fans into the “h® nmi^rt^nninn nn this
psychosomatic reaction tofold- Fans of XTC should nnt hp their last effortenjoy it thoroughly may not be their last effort.

y Here s hoping.

popular game show Campus 
Quiz. Hosts Doug Varty and

9:30pm MONDAY NIGHT Joel Leger 
BLUES 7pm IMPORT HOUR: Music 

you may never have heard
JohnTUESDAYS withbefore,

W e s t h a v e r
SATURDAYS2pm A TOUCH OF CLASS: 

The masters, with host 
Gurholt 6pm FOCUS: The week in 

review. Compiled by the 
CHSR News Department.

Signe

7pm FEEDBACK: CHSR's 
open line talk show 8pm IN CONCERT: Live con

certs of top bands recorded

same

9pm NEWSTUFF: The by 
week's new releases in

the BBC
SUNDAYS
9am ENERJAZZ: What a 
way to wake up!

review. Hosts John Hamilton 
and Tim White

WEDNESDAYS
8pm VINYL SPOTLIGHT: A 
new album played in entirety 
9pm JAZZ CORNER OF THE 6pm LES BLEUS DU DIMAN- 
WORLD: Contemporary jazz CHE: 3 hours of French 
with your host Hutch

4:30pm CULTURES: Con
temporary African music

B
t from 
's ex

touring.
music
9pm JAZZ ON RECORD: A 
jazzy way to end your weekDigital Has Arrivedp 10.

What makes digital audio stay. WE A, Polygram, et al. in 1904. However, theOnce again, the ubi
quitous computer has so superior to analog are all now using this for- same advances as evident 
wrought a mini-revolution techniques of recording mat. When a disc is in- in the players technology 
in some field of electronics, and playback? The dif- serted into the player, it's will raise that number, as 
this time in music produc- ference lies in the method sucked up by the machine will increased demand, 
tion. Digitally-encoded of storage. In analog recor- and the tracks nearest the which is inevitable. Many 
audio is just beginning to ding processes, the actual hub are read for informa- new albums are being 
emerge in North America waveform of the music is tion such as length of disc mastered digitally also, like 
and Europe, having recorded. With digital, the playing time, beginnings of Peter Gabriel's 'Plays Live' 
beenaround in Japan for music is first processed in- songs, and indexing points, and Saga's 'In Transit'.

The costs of this new Many of the CD releases 
the days of code, which is stored in medium are its only disad- available now were record-

R EX-

rd in a 
ig are 
aird. ■

APE
way 

on it's

RadioActivity, the monthly 
newsletter of CHSR-FM 
97.9 Stereo. Comments 
are welcome. Next issue 
November 25th in the 

Brunswickan.

months. Once and to a stream of numericmany 
for all,
meticulous LP record care, binary form so familiar to vantage. CD's go for $ 18 ed using analog technology 
cleaning, scratches, noise, computer science to $20, while players but with the disc it is like 
and distortion are gone. students. As a result, when average over $1000. listening to a copy og the 

Audiophiles were the the music is retrieved from However, advances in master tape, a sonic ex- 
>tice digital the memory, you get music manufacturing and produc- perience few people can at-

tion should lower these test to.

JES
vith a 
dance 
to ex- CO-ORDINATOR 

John Hamilton
first
audi -, ...udcuious perfor- only...no noise.

hiss! No pops! The most popular form of prices significantly in the
distortion! digitally encoded music is next few years. *n conclusion, digital

Technologically speaking, the Compact Disc, The availability of CDs is audio is perhaps the 
nothing so advanced has developed by Sony and also a problem now. The highest discrete advance- 

been offfered to the Phillips. This is not a fad; production of such devices ment of music reproduction
these discs are here to is what LP production was since stereo.

mance: noACK
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Atlantic Student Leadership Conference - A Blast
written by Brenda Paul 

photos by Timothy Lethbridge

I
Xx '

Believe it or not, a Leadership Conference 
doesn't necessarily mean a tirade of boring 
speeches and discussion. Ask the president of 
Mount Saint Vincent University (who incidentally is 
male) - whose entourage arrived at the conference 
2Vi hours late because "we stopped (hiccup) in a 
bar in Moncton on the way." That seemed to set 
the tone for the Atlantic Student Leadership Con
ference held this past weekend at UNB. Not to say 
that we spent all our time at the Social Club only 
-we did attend Extravaganza too - but the entire 
weekend established a definite comeraderie bet
ween the 80 or so students who participated.

I
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.- guest speaker, points out a typical university I msmPam Bacon 
student of the 80s.

Dalton Camp stretches while Lawson Hunter, Derek McDor- 
man, Mary Abraham and Tim Hill look equally Impressed.
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in Students came from Lakehead University in On
tario, UPEI, Dalhousie, Saint Mary's, STU, UNB, 
and a number of colleges throughout the Atlantic 
region starting on Friday evening.'•

a
r

Win Hackett, Director of the New Brunswick 
Bicentennial Committee, addressed the students. 
His topic, "Student Leadership Today" was well 
received by the students. In it, Hackett summariz
ed the different eras in university, student involve
ment and focused on the 60's which saw a radical 
change in the student movement. This was the in
ception of the Student Union as a viable force in 
the administering of university policy.
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Darren, we won't even ask you what you're doing I t & •
So what time did you get In last night?58fH Other keynote speakers included Lawson Hunter 

who reiterated many of Hacket's points and in par
ticular, stressed the importance of student posi
tions on University Senate and Board of Gover
nors. In a panel discussion entitled, "The Why, 
What and How of University/College Student 
Leadership in the 80's," Hunter spoke along with 
Dalton Camp, notable political columnist, Tim Hill, 
president of the Dalhousie Student Union, and 
Mary Abraham, well known UNB graduate and 
current 1 st year Law Student. Group discussions 
following the panel encourage debate with ques
tions raised about the so-called "glorified" 60's.
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! A second address by Dalton Camp centered 
around the subject of "Student Apathy", a univer
sal concern encountered by student leaders. The 
last sessions saw a special interest in topics with a 
wide array of topics and speakers who touched on 
subjects ranging from "Communications", to 

How to Deal with University".
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i
Win Hackett discusses student communication.I 1 % Dalton Camp (former Editor-In-Chief of the Brunswickan) 

receives a sketch of Old Arts Building. That, however. Is 
not his only claim to fame.
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The wide diversity of topics, speakers and social 
events certainly kept all 80 students occupied. It 
seemed to be a generally accepted fact by all that 
UNB was the "place to be." In fact, according to 
one Lakehead University participant, "I'm 
transferring to UNB next year for sure. You guys 
really know how to party!
Er...Thanks!!
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Minglewood rocks

October 28, 198318-THE 6HUNSWICKAN

By JOEY KILFOIL 
Entertainment Editor

The Minglewood Band performed to a 
small but enthusiastic crowd in the SUB 
cafeteria Saturday night. Minglewood 
acknowledged the audience was about the 
right size for his living room, but promised, 
and delivered, a strong and entertaining 
show nonetheless.

The band is fronted by Matt Minglewood 
on lead vocals, guitar and organ. Other 
band members are Enver Sampson Jr., 
harmonica; Don Hann, bass; Bobby Woods, 
drums; and Paul Dunn, keyboards. All but 
Woods are originally from Cape Breton, 
Nova Scotia, although the band itself is 
based in Halifax.

The Minglewood Band has produced five 
original albums (and a greatest hits collec
tion) since 1977, and their musical progres
sion has been a most interesting one. 
Their self-produced debut LP, Minglewood 
Band, was initially released only regional
ly, and sold well under the circumstances. 
The single "Stood Up" received airplay in 
this area, and the album also contained 
the blues classic "Caledonia", one of the 
band's most popular concert pieces. This 
album is the bluesiest of all the 
Minglewood Band albums.

The second LP, also titled Minglewood 
Band, is the most successful, having sold 
more than 90,000 copies to date. If the 
first album was described as blues with a 
rock and roll influence, this one might be 
described as rock and roll with a blues in
fluence. This album contains the single 
"Ain't What it Used to Be" as well as 
Minglewood's very personal version of the 
Marshall Tucker Band's "Can't You See." 
The latter, a lenghty and dramatic peice, is 
one of the band's most requested songs.

The third album, Movln, earned the 
band their second gold record, selling well 
over 50,000 copies. The LP produced a 
minor hit, ''Countin on You," and contains 
a revamped version of "East Coast Blues," 
the band's autobiography. From a 
songwriting point of view, this album is 
considered by many to be their strongest. 
Although Minglewood himself writes most 
of the original songs, Movln, contains a 
number of superb pieces by Paul Dunn.

Minglewood and crew headed to 
Nashville to record the fourth album, Out 
on a Limb, which was produced by legen
dary bassist Donald " Duck" Dunn. The 
album seems to have a bit of country-rock

(continued on p. 19)
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Mingle wood rocks (continued from p. 18)13 t

flavor to it, although the album's hit, 
“Highway to Your Heart", is perhaps the 
peppiest, most commercial song ever 
recorded by the Minglewood Band. A 
greatest hits package, The Best of 
Minglewood—Smokers, was released after 
this album.

.. ■

;
1

The band released their fifth album, M5, 
last year. The hardest rocking of all the 
Minglewood Band's IPs, it contains the hit 
"Till the Next Dream."

: . :

s

1is
-BMP3 l!■

The band performed songs from all their 
albums Saturday, as well as some great 
new material. Memorable new songs in
cluded the slow ballad, "In the Arms of Co
caine," and the rock numbers "After it's All 
Said and Done" and "Daughter of the 
Night". The group will be heading into the 
studio in the near future to begin recording 
he new album.
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Although it is difficult, to say the least, 
or a band to really get into a performance 
n front of such a small audience, both 
Minglewood and the crowd got livelier as 
he night wore on. Matt and the boys prov- 
>d that after all these years, they can still 
ock with the best of them.
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THE FUTON SHOP

454-3175 360 King Street
SOFA/BED, 100% cotton, beautiful, 

practical, economic, total comfort
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THERE WILL BE AN 
IMPORTANT MEETING 
FOR ALL INTERESTED 

IN 1984 WINTER 
CARNIVAL GENERAL 

COMMITTEE:TUESDAY 
NOV. 1 Rm 324 TILLY
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The Kinetic Ideals also performed Saturday
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Ideals put on "haunting” show
By,

He did not fraternize with 
his audience between 
songs. In fact, the only ex

words uttered 
Good 
emo-

event forced the fluctuating 
audience (60-100) to concen
trate on the stage, rather 
than the omnipresent 
beverage. Those who ac-

Cloude Chambers, vocals 
and keyboards; Alan 
Marell, bass; and Michael 
Rullman on guitar. Their 
sound is nonetheless 
diverse and full for a three cepted the bizarre nature of

the proceedings were en
tranced; those who did not 
were confused and 
alienated.

Ikept Toronto secret who 
possess an intense, yet 
melodic style which is com
parable to Joy Divi
sion/New Order. Their
music is emotionally vital 
and and powerful enough to 
gyrate anyone's con
sciousness. They do suffer

from inadequate percus
sion, though, due to the fact 
that they rely on a drum 
machine for that purpose. 
The band consists of Jean-

that single 
word sums up many impres
sions of Kinetic Ideals' 
Fredericton debut last 
Saturday in the SUB. Their 
show was the most in
teresting and effective seen

on this campus yet. _ 
Kinetic Ideals are indicative 
of the future of live enter
tainment in this town, then
the horizon has changed 
from bleak to brilliant. 

Kinetic Ideals are a well

Haunting: Uni
ind

traneous
were "Thank you. 
night", lighting the 
tional impact of the songs.

The crowd was justifiably 
enthusiastic and energetic, 
at least those who danced 

I am confident that

fatf
the

piece outfit.
Their whole show geared 

to building and sustaining a 
restrained emotional 

until the final

If

The lighting was par
ticularly dynamic, except on 
occasion when it was too 
bright. The use of smoke 
was effective too.

Chamber's

were.
this new aesthetic will be 
received more warmly next 
time around: Kinetic Ideals 
have challenged the ac
cepted standards of live 
Fredericton shows and pro- 

that innovation is the

pressure 
three songs, which donated 
the bomd they create in 
their audience. The non
alcoholic nature of the

stage
presence was outstanding. 
He often violently fHaled 
about; other times he seem
ed taunt as a ‘guitar string.

1900” Reviewedi i
ven
key to keeping the UNB's 
entertainment vital.

(the Palco’s) and to the 
Behrlingerhi's. A major 
focus of the film is these two 
boys' lives. During the 
course of the film they grow 
into radically different 
adults reflecting their dif
ferent backgrounds.

magnificient estate in the 
Italian country-side. They 
lead a sheltered and com
fortable aristocratic life. As 
was typical of the time, all 
of the work on the estate 
was done by tenant farmers 
and their families. The ease 
of the Behrlingerhi's life and 
its visibility is a constant ir
ritant to the tenant families 
who have to watch their 
comings and goings.

On the same day in the 
year 1900 a boy is born to 
one of these tenant families

Bernardo Bertolucci' film 
''1900'' (Novencento in 
Italian) is a contemporary 
extravaganza that Vincent 
Canby in the New York 
Times called a "Marxist 
Romance". Set in Italy, it is 
a somewhat personal view 
of the history of the 
tumultous years 1900 to 
1945 and the lives of two 

born in nineteen-

UNB BUSINESS 
YEARBOOK 1983-84

BEST INVESTMENT YOU'LL 
EVER MAKE 

$5.00
ORDER YOURS NOW LIMITED QUANITTIES

BUSINESS SOCIETY OFFICE T301

NEW GOLD CHAIN 
| & BRACELET SELECTION |

50% OFF AT 
FLANNERY JEWELLERS

Imen 
hundred.

The Behrllingerhi family, 
headed by aging patriarch 
Burt Lancaster, owns a
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Monday October 31/83 1 
Special Prices ALL NITE 
Come Celebrate Hallo 

ween at the 
SOCIAL CLUB 

Cash Prizes For Best 
Costumes

Will Be The Order Of The 
Nite f

Prizes For Best Pumpkin\ 
L - Carved
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Brownsworth is back
many to be up for shrine- 
hood..) Fu fu is the aged 
feline that de-mouses the 
above mentioned private 
gentlemen's club, and gets 
in the way of indoor golf 
play. Brownsworth and I 
dealt with such important 
and thought-provoking 
topics as: proficient speak
ing, indoor golf, the Impor
tance of Pumpkin sacrific
ing, Infantial Blottous Ad- 
dictous, the Reign of Bod- 
fish,
Debachery Society and its 
good works, ladies are not 
always gentalman, the pre
sent infestation of oggers, 
and Acamile Addictous 
among law students (for 
which we are still screening 
candidates for the Acamile 
Addictous poster child, any 
wishing to apply, may do so 
to me through the "Bruns".) 
With that, any new readers 
may come to know and love 
as; Brownsworth.

Well, as I way saying, a 
peticulorly deadly stool had 
me down for the count when 
Brownsworth came to the 
rescue.

"Good afternoon sir, 
could I possibly be of ser
vice? You seem to be in 
shallow waters."

Brownsworth,
"Things are going well I 
trust, ah there, free at last 
to go about your merry way 
and all that."

"Thanks Brownsworth, 
and no, things are not going 
well at all."

"How very distressing sir, 
can I get you a martini?"

Even to the meanest of in
tellects, like mine, this 
meant that Brownsworth 
was all ears, os it were, and 
to be frank this was one of 
those problems that a 
number of eminent poets, 
essayists and leaders of 
men throughout the years 
had described as a 
Brownsworth- problem.

"Well, sir, what seems to 
be the trouble?" said 
Brownsworth as he served a 
martini worthy of praise 
beyond my capibilities.

"They haven't published 
my colume yet this yeari" I 
sniveled, I believe is the 
term.

"There there sir, buck up 
things are not as bad as all 
that. I’m sure there is some 
explanation, a number of 
members have noted it's 
lost and believe the public is 
behind you. Why do you 
think they ommitted you?"

(Continued on p. 24)

sets, den mother to all 
members of the above men
tioned University Club and 
bartender of her smoking 
room, came over and pulled 
by now floundering frame 
from its life and death battle 
with the stool, which by that 
time had managed a half 
nelson of sorts around my 
legs.

Upon a quick re-read it 
occurs to me this week's 
Brownsworth is all ship 
shape and well enough for 
the older regular readers, 
(hope you all had capital 
summers) however, any 
new readers would be 
awash. For example;

"I was falling about the 
University Club"

New Reader - University 
Club?

"Why my column was 
missing from that paper".

New Reader. - what col
umn? and/or So what? 
and/or Paper of'papers?

I tumbled over Fufu, the 
Club cat"

New Reader - Fu Fu? 
"Brownsworth, the in

tellect upon .which the sun 
never sets".

Well you con see the 
situation, pretty heady stuff 
if you're out in the cold. 
However, Brownsworth 
readers as a bunch are a 
nice lot, ready and willing to 
lend a hand wherever possi
ble, so older readers will 
not mind if I take a 
paragraph and give a brief 
summation. I would sug
gest you older readers go 
out and have a smoke or 
watch the sun set or 
whatever, this should only 
take a minute or two.

Now, to be brief, I gave 
up proficient speaking for 
writing and used the book 
on it for a door stop. Feel
ing that I had no desire to 
starve in a one room hovel 
in New York and write 
depressing novels on the 
human condition, I came to 
University - (a cleverly 
disguised chain of health 
spas and started to write 
Brownsworths. Much to 
everybody's surprise, not 
the least my own, 
Brownsworth caught on ! 
Brownsworth is my 
bartender, confidant, guide 
in all matters, and, if not of
ficial, Captain of H.M.S., 
University Club, in which I 
am now a three year man; 
which, at long last, offerts 
me access to the Club's 
private wine cellar. (I will 
report reg. on the different 
vintages to be had in there, 
in what is considered by

By JONATHON BLANCHARD
I was falling about the 

University Club in a scotch- 
induced haze trying to 
fathom the reasons behing ficial student publication in 
the fact that my column was Canada; The Bruns.

As I tumbled over the Fu 
fu, the club cat, it came to 
me; the bar stool that is, not 
the question of the day. To 
Brownsworth, the intellect 
upon which the sun never

noticeably missing from that 
paper of papers, that 
Flagship of free thinking in 
Futonia, and the oldest of-
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'Brunswickan fiction feature: 

The March of Mysticism
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need for his personal Des Cartes. Ralph saw it a 
quidance and were anxious different way. If a man 

On a fine serina day to offer their assistance. He doesn't think he has lost 
Ra°ph left his quarters in a hired four of them, moved himself and then he is 
T-shirt and ^eans carrying into on office, -nd even anybody• ^

=£-treewo, on his way to evil) .0 streamline the « work, d not 

Hollywood to b«ome a °^ondec|ared |ha| he llke|y prospector. He
9U|tU could be araued that was delegating to them the had gold rush fever, 
the man was one^hundred task of informing the Being a practical person 
oercent fruit cake I believe literate masses. He was go- he knew that you h 
that he was a normal person ing to take his crusade hove some sor\0.fw®°P°"

rhiti^r dp.t.rTae, ££ Sgs’^y^r » £

IZSLitZ'SS'JSSL'toXZ
ko his nlans work newsletters and the phone influence the easiest weremake h,s plans work. news^ • ^ |he ones who der t d

Travelling around Califor- technology the least. Their 
nia by car, Ralph hit all the lifestyles were intimidated
major cities and shared his by him. 
message in civic He would use technology 
auditoriums and church to turn them against it. 
halls. He was gaining a When events reached the 
strong following. Most of point where he must use
the people who came to more than words to gain irv
hear him speak became fluence, his strategy would 
hypnotically fixed on his be to stage a special effect 
words. They were gladly he had learned from some 
making donations and independent research at 
substantial numbers began Princeton. He felt he could

parlay peoples fears and 
into acceptance of

vironment so he could find 
out.

he did so well that he won a 
full scholarship to Princeton 
University. He continued 
his meteoric rise in the 
academic world to the level

By BILL DIONNE

PROLOGUE:
There are some who

readily accept superstitions -----
and avoid using their mind of PHD in physics and

Ostensibly hisIs ittruth. astronomy, 
ongoing brilliance was

to pursue
reasonable to assume that _
Hitler would hove achieved demonstrated by on ap- 
all of his aims if he hod pointaient as an associate 
possessed Einstiens in- professor immediately upon 
tellect? Perhaps we will termination of his studies, 
find an answer in today s Ralph's professional life

remained quiet, 
known to have some radical 
ideas about society but most 

It is difficult to say what attention was given to the 
leads people to delusions of conventionalism in his work 
grandeur. It is likely the and lifestyle. A bit young to

culprit which leads be granted admission to
other people to follow such a staid and tactiurn 
them faculty, he was considered

Such thoughts didn't con- to be a promising new addi- 
cern Ralph Kinski. But not tion by the men at the top. 
because of the depth of his 
intelligence. His thoughts 
dealth with the practical 
and the realizable. Abstract 
ideas were expeditiously 
put to use or disregarded by 
his steel trap of a mind 
rather that ruminated over.

His early years were col
oured by typically boyish 
pursuits. Ralph's life had 
been so distorted that some 
(even childhood contem
poraries) discuss his iron- 
willed domination of his 
playmates in such activities 
as demon worshipping and 
dissecting small animals.
The ungarnished truth is
that he was a quiet boy who year ago you were among
got along well with others the ranks of the inl
and consistently occupied perienced and 
himself with such hobbies Perhaps you should let

^ané rnechankoMHngs you start shaping the world dian) bucks for his weekly
m general. These interests Now if you will excuse me I bits of wisdom,
were -di,, prusued by mus, relieve mysell. ^"hodlom. to know

J in Bu, alas, the dreory con- some o. hi, subscribers 
ruraUVermont. servatism of his present sur- through correspondencs.

Perhaps the most unusual roundings couldn’t be over- Several had a good com-
thina about his formative come, or was It he had more mand of the language. They
veare was Ms excellent |per- to leom obou. persuasion? happened .0 be among
lormance in school. Intel. He opted to change his en- those who felt early on the

then for

had
tra<
He
tooHe wasworld.
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sto|

li
des
Ral
ner
wo

same rec
He made it to the west 

coast and established his 
firm base. He started a 
newsletter and started plac- 

One evening during his ing ads in none but the
tenure at Princeton, Ralph chintziest gossip magazines
was taking in a faculty club and trade papers, 
cocktail hour. He attempted The byline was, 'Why we 
to share his views with an are becoming slaves of 
older colleague, Dr. Charles technology? Hear the amaz- 
Adams. ing facts as revealed by a

‘Charles, men like us former science professor at 
have a great resource in Princeton, Dr. Ralph Kinski, 
hand The inexperienced, Learn how the masters of
unmolded minds of our technology plan to control following him from city to a-

.how»

Ôk° *h r-oote 7yS Dr' ‘"with hi, meog.r savings Z pubKalphTriv»! no became suitably aroused by

Apad,7bUwKin°,kib:u,rJp SX:-" ^9>'E°£r£ £p£EE:p.E t
in mind that,.,, than one ^

His image was changing for all poeple. Suddenly it 
from public speaker to cult would not matter that many 
leader. Soon he would had called him a Charlatan, 
change his tactics to suit his All that would count would 
image.

‘I think, therefore I am.' 
the famous words of Rene

he
mo
the
mo

< ►

angers 
him as a mystical power. 

When the general public

living on 
long. Many folks saw his 
ads and payed good 
American (and some Cana-

(Cohtinued on p. 23)
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The March of Mysticism1
groups managed to ransack during his short career he
millions of dollars worth of had come across some
computer hardware and material on an experiment
robot manufaturing equip- conducted by the navy Us
aient. Some very powerful ing electromagnetic fields
people were becoming ir- they had made an entire
J.jtatec| battleship and its crew ap-

At the Pentagon, US Inter- pear to vanish. He explain-
nal Security Coordinator ed that he had repeated the
Gen. Roon Wilkens was experiment making a car
keeping a close eye on disappear and had refined
events. He already had the apparatus. A man carry-
made the connection bet- ing

the California cult and a device about the size of a

fight against Orwellian 
anonymity.' Sam walked in
to the mousetrap, saying, 
'Save
boneheads, man. I'm on to 
you and I want in. Ain't no 
threat. I could use some 
money I think I could be a 
lot of help.’ The guards, who 
fidgetted when Sam began 
to speak, were dismissed 
with a hand signal from 
Ralph. He heard Sam out 
and replied, 'You're bold.

henchmen who would 
duplicate his trick at various 
centers throughout the 
planet. If he was to 
transform his cult into a 
worldwide movement he 
needed some lieutenants 
who could handle the truth.

About six months into the 
adventure he was holding a 
rally in Pasadena. A young 
man asked for an audience. 
Ralph agreed to see the 

man who was

(Continued from p. 22)
be that people had finally 
found what they were look
ing for.

>

Even Ralph didn't know 
what that was. To some he 
would be a visitor from 
outer space and to others a 
wizard. What he did know 
was anyone's mind could be 
clouded with emotions. This 
fact offered unlimited op- 
purtunities to Ralph's ambi
tions. The critical part of the 
plan would be timing. He 
had to wait until he was at
tracting enough attention.
He was aware if he waited see 
too long somebody would 
stop hium in his tracks.

In order to fulfil his 
designs in a really big way 
Ralph needed some part
ners. There were many who 
would do his bidding but he 
required a small number of 
helpers who 
motivated by things other 
than his ruse. When he 
made his move he wanted
pitsttutttrrrr\—

for thoseit

ween
the riots. After returning frying pan could become in- 
from a meeting with the visible. He then produced 
joint chiefs of staff and the his device and to the total 
President's national security amazement of everyone, he 
advisor Roon was ready to disappeared. Then his voice 
use force to solve this great came out of nowhere.

'If we wear a sort of 
baggy robe no one will spot 
our gimmick and they'll 
think were a bunch of real 
life magicians.' As he reap
peared Ralph cooed, 
'Gentlemen we can rule the 
world.' He had them sold.

young
ushered in by what could be You know what makes this

operation tick. I can use 
your help. Why don’t you 

back here early 
tomorrow and I'll show you 
the ropes. Oh, here's 400 

a quintessential bucks for you to get spruced
up a bit. See you tomorrow.' 
Sam headed for the door

considered his personal 
bodyguards.

‘Hello Dr. Kinsk. Thank 
you for taking the time to 

me.' He was Sam

come

problem.
Municipal and state plice 

containing things for 
the moment but the anti
tech movement was really

That

» Divine,
California beach bum. Cool, 
assured and lazy looking, 
he was right out of a sun tan and squealed, 'Right on.' 
lotion commercial. He had Over the next eight mon

quality which seemed ths Ralph picked up several
associates who were

I
$ were
r
3

gaining momentum.
Kinski character still hadn't 
left California and he was 
causing trouble all over the 
place. Roon was giving 
authorization to mobilize 
the state national guards begin on the first day of the

government's crackdown. 
Ralph was keeping that to 
himself. He told his men

e one
out of character for him. He 
was very bright. Ralph 
noticed that right away.

Ralph greeted Sam with a 
slogan. 'There is always 
time for a brother in our

d more
strongly motivated by 
money. So far he had con
fined his schemes to Califor-

e
d The first move was to an- 

nouce rallys in six American 
cities. They were timed to

wereir
d nia but he was getting set to 

make his break.
Meanwhile things were and the reserves. The plan,

; happening elsewhere. called Operation Thunder- 
Several riots across the bolt, was to have things

! ! States seemed directly at- mopped up in one week they would hold impromptu
j! tributable to Ralph's ac- with high pressure water rallies and take the public
i ; tivites. In similar fashion hoses, smoke, gas, rubber by surprise at the announc-

! crowds were attempting to bullets and riot gear. Keep a ed sights two days before
1 break into government of- head on things for another the announced date. He ex-

i ; fices, universities and in- week and send the boys plained that this would en-
:• dustrial facilities. All but a home. By that time sure the presence of enpugh
j| couple of the incidents were everyone would have people to make it an event

■ handles without damage to forgotten Kinski and, 'who but at the same time keep
;> property. The successful knows', thought the things at a managable level.

-Tickets sold in Head Hall Lobby j: ———* General; Maybe there Logistics would be no pro-
talcn ax/ailahlp from P I 1^ ) <! I I would be a rush of recruits blem because there was
(also available trom b.U.S.) I I aY-A-WAY FOR ! for the guard.' money to burn. Seven of the

-Special Hot and Cold Hors D oeuvers : | j CHRISTMAS AT I Luckly for Ralph word group would also be staging 
will be served I; | FLANNERY JEWELLERS j drifted his way from the the act in centers in Europe
Formal Dre^c; ; - ’ ALL SEIKO 30% OFF » mother of an officer in the and Asia. Ralph smiled on
ru d | | California state guard. the inside, 'Even those

j Ralph knew he hod about money hungry jackals can
two weeks to throw the be fooled,' he thought, 
dice. He brought his inner Thus it was that one of the 
circle together to spring his worst evenings in General
plan on them. He watched Roon Wilkins life was kicked
their eyes widen as he told off with an inteligence brief
them that their operations that rallies were being held

now raking in millions two days early. Someone
had spilled the beans on 
thunderbolt and those

iy
t. «

>ie THE ENGINEERING GALA’ 
Saturday Oct.29/83
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9:00pm.- 1:00am.
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were
of dollars a week. He told 
them that he was going to 
set each of them up with an creeps were having a free 
operation bigger and 
profitable in a country of 
their own. 'I couldn't have 
gotten to money and power 
I have without your help.'
Ralph said. 'And now I'm 
ready to share the world 
with you and I mean the 
whole world. I mean it.
What we have now will 

petty to the fortunes 
we will gain in a short time.'

As they listened patiently members of a superior race. 
Ralph reminded them that 
he had been a Physics Pro
fessor. He told them that

DAVID G. HARDING
Contact Lens Practitioner

Dedicated to the highest professional 
standards of contact lens practice.

• Eye examinations promptly arranged
• Information and Consultation
• Personal and Complete Service

party. 'In two days the party 
will be over.' vowed 
General Wilkins.

more

The act was short and not 
so sweet. At 13 rallies a 
heavily-robed master of 
ceremomies stepped into 
the of a well lit stage. As 
dumbfounded onlookers 
listened the con men 
declared that they were

454-2131 seem

MCADAM OPTICAL
KINGS PLACE

“Where we never forget how important you are" (Continued on p. 24)1
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The March of Mysticism
covered with blood and 
guts.

Although the remainder 
of people who had opposed 
the mystics felt somewhat 
cheated by events, they 

none the less relieved, 
soldiers

.==. valu. ,h. movement two armed oHtcer. who taM

SEE EFff; EBsEr
rrissrr s. arwr -rswsrss; sr.-.'.L.TjB Efrrrs ssiars»was stunning, absolutely public service and a third of ner £ u/nisnlav unusual dent's decisive action and were still dying but at lea

ssœsssr;
characters'; ' ^arms*" ° raised Ï^^MnJtallatinI° ^ “̂J^^Xers Cdtaœ to'blow Hup.ïe ed.^Cew^s Relapse of

fissuras* &m-ggg£ Æn^re—; ^5^:7

?o0e"enousP|yU8vonished,maUnd gaining bastion rf western seeing ZZited"States Whatever^ Raplh Kim

shook the foundations of given control o^ some ^ped upTe mystksTnd taughTpeople* three hard

Each disappearance was White House and the Pen- nuk®Sl Th d that the anyone else they fancies. lessons. First, .t took on y a

i®£sar- pf'ar ot tmoko. Wph -£*£*■• * * * ^n9 the t,., ,nhe o, happ^-r whmr. he ~ir

Barbarism 9-0,lotted Armageddon.^The^ ^ tivities finding W andconipulers^^

HOU,,hoHimo'hheodPraar wn.rk.Cd° ‘thorough,, -nd ^ 'hirdMha, it is whhin

■£,"sixst-r æt-i-—ticipoted took place. The America were literally invisible.

were

perfected
technology a little better 
than he let on to his col
leagues. Unfortunately for tempted to
them all that remained of 
them was the smoke. They 
had serves their purpose 
and wouls tell no tales. To 
be consistant he added soldiers.

movie effects his agao i. .
to the inevitability of
nuclear war and the

had

the nation. The mystics at- 
overrun the 

wave wasmilitary. Wave upon 
of pathetic zombies shed 
the blood of their lives. This 
really bothered many 

Men who long 
reconciled themselves Brownsworthsome

visual fete.
Fifteen minutes later .........

Ralph reappeared to his possibilities of dying in 
dazzled crowd. He reported bat were being torn apart 
that the council of the wise within. The present d.lema

far worse in thier eyes.

corn
ed. Part of their Creative 
ability, and should be en
couraged, I expect yàur col-

Brownsworth,Arts,
friend Bodfish has his hand Why?" 
in it, just his sort of style, 
snake around and get me 
taken off the masthead.
Never did forget that prop- 
Bod bysiness."

"I expect not sir, the 
Brunswickan never forgot 
prop-Bod. No I think there 
must be some simpler ex-

"I don't know, I'll bet

had sent his companions to was 
fight against great evils in Everyone was |ust plain go-
other parts of the galaxy. ing crazy and they had to
He alone was returned as kill them for it. 
the protector of the human The power holders were

; Thence forth Ralph even more shaken. The bot
tom line was that

"Of course, well maybe 
Bodfish did exercise some 
editorial prowess, 
think it much more likely 
that your "colume" is it sir?

"Yes."

should turn up earlyume 
next year."But I

"You know Brownsworth, 
if we could bottle that 
perception of yours, we

race
became known as the pro- t
tector and a large number everything but strategic
of people became his weapons was a lost cause.
,aTwoU'd=e,V,°r,e, the „=. ^..SVh-H-r J.he o( course

guards were overpowered prospect was dodly dose. In $ M b(|, Bodfish

cmJrTwi* Ogloz°.d6r.ay9et Lr^oL", Inside three operatives or.

ed his assent as an enraged trom did »
superior slammed the wall ,. . "What section are you in
shouting. 'Next time which a missile could be

real fired. They were manned by

"Very good sir, well your 
colume has probably been 
mislaid. When I was at Ox
ford, I knew a number of

could make a fortune." 
"thank you sir,,,"

Arts Editors, capital bunch I”‘
of fellows too, but as a com-

I
PULSAR WATCHES 

25% off 
NOW AT 

FLANNERY JEWELLERS

II
mon trpnd they seemed, for 
easons I've never known, to 
be shall we say, disorgoniz-

II
ILsir?"

Wilkins, 
bullets.'

This was not to surprise 
the protector, nor was it to 

him. They had the 
but he had hte people.

we use
1l^klwariïlayiv

<2
COASTER DERBY COSTUME PUB

worry 
guns I
They were people too and 

would be drifting to 
him like mice to the piper. 
In the meantime he need 
only point his people in the 
right direction, wind 'em up 
and watch 'em go.

The Protector had raised 
eyebrows around the globe. 
Everywhere in the western 
hemisphere people left 
their homes and jobs to join 
what was now being ailed 
the Movement of the 
Mystics. Although many had 
accpeted the Protector at
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7 PB 1BD DBC 14 
7 PH 1BD DEC 14 
7 PB BID DSC 14 
7 PB TUE DBC 20 
7 PB TUE DBC 20 
7 PB BOB DBC 12 
7 PB SIT DBC 17 
7 PB SAT DBC 10 
7 PB SAT DBC 10 
9 AB THÜB DBC 15 
9 AB TB01 DEC 15 
9 AB THOB DBC 15 
9 AH FBI DBC 16 
9 AB TUE DBC 20 
9 AH BED DBC 14 
9 AB SIT DBC 10 
7 PB TUB DBC 13 
2 PH SAT DBC 10

262 WG L100 0 
E1GL1009 
EBGL1009 
21GL1000 
EHGL1000 
E1GL1900 E1GL1000 
21GL10Q0 
B 1C L100 0 
E1GL1000 
E IG L1090 
21CL1000 
21GL1090 
E IG L1 01 3 
21GL1013 
21GL1013 
E1GL1013 
21GL1013 
21GL101 3 
E1GL1013 
2SGL1013 
E1GL1013 
21GL1013 
EWGL1013 
E IG L1020 
E1GL1123 
B1GL1123 
B1GL1133 
B1GL1133 
E1GL1133 
B1GL114 3 
21GL1143 
21GL2020 
B1GL230 3 
21GL2703 
E1GL270 3 
E1GL2803 
B1GL28C3 
2 IG L 2 80 3 
E1GL2903 
E1GL3020 
B1GL340 3 
E10L3733 
S1GL4173 
B1GL5021

2 BOOIE
HOLLALY
GIBBS
■0111
BOXILL
■ AUBE 
COL SOH 
GUEBÏ1 
C1HBEO*
PLOUDE (CO-ORD)
A0STI1
A0STX1
TEETHEl BY
GIBBS
DAYI2S
KIILOCH
GALL01AY
D01ALDS01
CHITTICK
KI1LOCH
DAY BT
■ OODFIELD 
AUSTI1 
GAIE
HUB BAY (CO-ORD)
COIIAY
CBAGG
DOE3KSE1
CAS ESDI
CBAGG
CBAGG
SOI ILL (CO-OBD)
BOBEAY
HOLLALY
LAI B (CO-OBD)
TBETHB1BY
DAYIBS
TBBTHBBBY
COCKBOll
COCKBDB1
K IB LOCH/G UB H1
BAOBB
COLSOI
BOX ILL/COLSOl
HOBBIY

2501
2602
2503
2S04
2305
2606
2607
2508
2809
2610
2511
2512
1701
2002
2003
2 204
2205
2006
2007
2008
1809
2310
1811
42
13IA
1521
2511
2321

31
2811
3921
13
4011
2411
2221
1711
2621
1931
2011
12
1111
3111
1011

1

9 11 PII DEC 16 
9 1H S1T DBC 17 
2 PH THÜB DEC 15 
9 IB TOI DBC 20 
9 IB S1T DEC 17 
7 PB SU DEC 17 
2 PB TUE DBC 13 
9 1H FBI DBC 16 
9 IB BOB DBC 19 
7 PH TUE DEC 20

13BOB1K
HE1G
seoir
BICE1BDS 
B El G
LlPdHTE 
SES AS TI Al 
S HO BT 
BOB AK 
STBfEBS

PE3011 
PB3231 
PB3301 
PB3601 
PEl201 
PE4621 
FE4851 
F BS361 
FB5752 
FB5761

23
27
68
37
15
25
13
17IA
15

2 PH TDS DBC 20 
7 PB SAT DBC 17 
7 Pi SAT DBC 10 
7 PB BOB DBC 19 
7 PH BBD DBC 14 
2 PB SAT DBC 19 
7 PH TOE DBC 20 
9 AB RO* DBC 19 
2 PH 1BD DSC 14 
2 PB TUE DBC 13 
2 PH ROI DEC 19 
2 PH HOI DEC 12 
9 AH PII DEC 16 
2 PH THOS DEC 15 
9 AH TOE DEC 20 
9 AH SAT DSC 17 
9 AH ROI DEC 12

73OLIYBB 
P01ELL 
STEEPES 
DORAI BY 
ST1CBY 
OLIYEB 
fl AC DOW A LD

FOB 2201 
FOB2401 
FOB2541 
FOH2901 
FOB3081 
FOB 3301 
FOB3401 
FOB3501 
FOB3602 
FOB3801 
FOB4201 
•OB4461 
FOB4501 
FOB5001 
FOR 5411 
FOR5421 
FOR5600

78
61
58
24
47
49
86IBP

211 BBOll 
SBBASTIA1 
Y11SLYKR 
BOBBBTS 
KBAUSB 
BISKEBfILLS 
POM ELL 
HOBGB1STBB1 
BBO11/1ALL

43
56
90
11
63

7
25
46

7 PB TOE DBC 13 
7 PB SIT DBC 10 
9 IB TOE DBC 20 
9 AS TOI DBC 20 
9 11 TOE DBC 20 
9 11 TUB DBC 20 
9 IB Til DBC 20 
9 SB TOB D1C 20 
9 IB HE DBC 20 
9 ID DID DBC 21 
9 IB 1*D D1C 21 
9 11 BED D 
9 ID MD D1C 21 
9 ID DO! DBC 12 
2 PB SIT DBC 10 
9 11 THUS DBC 15

2 PE TSOI DSC IS 
2 PI »■ IK 19 
7 PI IDE DEC 13 
2 PI HD D1C 14 
2 PI 101 D1C 13 
7 PH PII D1C 16 
7 PI «D D1C 14 
9 11 OBD DBC 14 
2 PI *>■ DBC 19 
2 PI FIX 11C 16 
9 11 TOI D1C 20
1 ii n
2 PI lee Die 15 
2 PI 100 D1C 12 
9 11 SU D1C 17

20SPBE01200 
F1ES1210 
FBE11223 
E 1*11223 
FRZ11223 
FBE11223 
FB211221 
FHE11223 
F BE1122 3 
FIEU 263 
FRB11263 
F1E11263 
FR211363 
FBE11503 
FRB13BS3 
FRB13601

25LIS111
29LUE*11 261AITU

TUBS
mus
LES 1*1 
L26A21 
KXXL10P

21 2131 2541 1451 2461 2371 10FS*11 20IS*21 2113SXL1PIX
TKI

31 1641 2211 211*19111 8tlEDICT i
73pis it iouyeiisT

6X1 ST
IILS/CHHISODSDI
■au. IS Til
108 LX
STD a CXI
71* IS POLL
iicnssn.s
BACHBII.)
■1X1*
SIS 11
siciiBsn.»

GEOL1 DO 0 
G EG11 010 
GBOL1021 
CBOL1030 
GBOL2201 
GEO L2321 
GBOL280 1 
GBOL3101 
SBOL31J1 
GEÛL3411 
GBOL3601 
CEO L4112 
CBOL4221 
GB0L43D1 
CBOL4501

10
127
73
23
26
16
24
2*
32
28

DBC 1511
12II* 12■a. LIUS

81*0 24

9 11 TOB D*C 13 
9 10 FU D1C 16 
9 11 TOB D1C 13 
9 11 TO* IK 20 
2 PI BOB D1C 19 
2 PI *01 D1C 19 
2 PI *01 DK «
9 11 111 D1C 13 
2 PI FBI DBC 16 
9 1* 100 D1C 19 
7 PI SIT D1C 17 
9 11 TO* D1C 20 
9 11 SIT OBC 17 
7 PI *01 D1C 12 
7 PI OBD D1C 14 
7 PI TU DBC 20 
2 PI BOO D1C 12 
2 PI Til DBC 13 
2 PB SIT DBC 10 
2 PI BID DBC 14 
9 10 FBI DEC 16 
9 10 801 DBC 12 
2 PB 801 DEC 12 
7 PB SIT DEC 10 
2 PB SIT DBC 10 
9 18 THOB D1C 15

45ISTHUHI5T1000
HI5T1100
HIST1110
BIST11S0
HIST130 0
B IS T13D 0
HIST130D
1IST1450
HIST160 0
HIST2015
HI5T2305
HI5T2B15
BIST3155
HIST3395
HI5T3435
B1ST3485
HIST3605
HIST37D5
HIST3 77 5
■ IST3925
■IST4025
HIST4075
HIST4115
HIST4365
HIST460S
HIST5915

501LLU1KCS
janes
CBMIl/mi

28
18
4301 3702 1C*

03 FU 40
44PHI

site
id pern 
ii socksa
U TB1CY 
11 111CSC*
11 YOB*
11 BOGUS!

30
•0
46
10
15

9
23811

11 5HY1 
5SXT9

11 BBICSOO
11 TOIIBB
11 1LL11DICB
Il 1LL1HDTCB
11 THORP 901
11 HOCKill11 YOU1G/SHYD
11 T011BH

1811
9

13
22
17

9
19

6
9

9 18 SIT DBC 10111 HILLSLIT3003
2 Pi OBD DBC 14 
7 PB TH01 DBC 15 
7 PH OBD D1C 14

32fEHSTBEG 
■CKBIGHT 

11 BCKHIGHT

L114001
L114071
L105002

32
77

2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PI SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT DBC 17 
2 PI SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT D1C 17 
2 PH SIT D1C 17 
2 Pi SIT DBC 17 
2 PE SIT DBC 17 
2 PH SIT D1C 17 
2 PH SIT D1C 17 
2 PI SIT DBC 17 
7 Pi HOI DBC 12 
7 PI HOI DEC 12 
7 PH 401 D1C 12 
7 PI Ml D1C 12

5401 HOISOI
02 p II IB mi 

SOLLIfll.J 
SHILL

05 Y1QX1I
06 SOLLXfll,J 

ST11
f ISilllTHll 
BLUE

10 SOLLX!ll#D 
P10LO1ICH

12 YAQ1AI
13 BOOIBI 

BARCLAY
15 CH11B01
16 CO HIGH HI
11 C1BUGHEB
21 LM
31 HOLD1H
41 I1BL11D

H1TH1003 
R1TH1003 
fl ATH1003
■ 1TH1003 
SAT 8100 3 
H1TH1003 
fl ATH100 3 
HATH 100 3 
HATH1003 
HATH1003 
HATH 100 3
■ 1TH1003 
HATH 00 3 
H1TH1003 
HATH 00 3 
HATH 100 3 
H1TH1013 
H1TH1013 
H1TB1013 
HATH101 3

59
7503 7904 64
90
8307 6408 7509 69
5511 41
59
3014
71
33
79
49
49
60

01
02 LOfELL

S TOR flBOLL
EEÏCXS01 

1A POOL •
11 POOL
11 Ef.ICKSOH
1A BRICK SOI

LO LIA NTH 100 0 
A ITHI 000 
1STH2 301 
ASTH2401 
AWTH3172 
A8TH3614 
A SÎH363 4 
ASTH3664

HILHAR ET ALA *7 S1000

EDH 12 DSAS7S100C

Cl HKALEfl
02 A B® AH AH
03 * LOUGHB3Y 

MUA LEH 
A BS AK AH 
COOK
LAOGHLA HD 
SHARP 
R 9F. AH AH 
LAUGHLAHD 
CAS SOH 
ASKANAS 
CAS SOS 
A SK AH AS 

«A ' GILES
REAVL ET 
CAFSOH 
REAfLEY 
HIT HAIE 
TOLLIVER 
TZHPLEB 
TOLLIVER 
TEHPL22 
HIT HAIS 
HITHAK5 
TER ?LE2 
HOF FAIT 
flOFFATT 
TSE NHOLfl 
COOK 
COOK 
SIOHS 
DY2R 
DA?. LISG 
SIOflE 
CAS SO b 
STORE 
YUCESE 
YUCEEF. 
YDCEEP.
R AC SA OG HT 

32 METS
0 3 H AC HAOGHT

APPLETOH 
SCHAEFER 
SCHAEFER 
SCHAEFES 
ASKANAS 
fl AC SA OC HT 
RARER 
ASRAHAR 
SH1SP 
SHARP 
L03GHR2Y 
LOUGH REY 
LAUGHLASD 
TSSHHOLR 
T SE SH OL H 
DYES 
HATHU3 
H AT HU B 
R AT HO R 
RAH23 
HATHUR 
SRI NI VISA H 
SRIHIfASA1 
AS2JA

2 A ANEJA
3 A ASSJA
1A 'PHILLIPS 
2A PHILLIPS
3 A PHILLIPS

FAR IR
2 A F.AHIfl
3 A SAH IR

PARLAS 
PAPLAR 
PASLAR 
SSISIVASAN 
COOK
HILLINGS

311203 
3A1203 
3 Al 203 
3 Al 203 
= 11233 
5 Al 20 3 
3 Al 203 
3A12C3 
B Al 20 3 
2 Al 20 3 
5 M 503
2 Al 503 
EA1503 
5 Al 503
3 Al 533 
3 A150 3 
3A15C3 
311503 
311504 
3Al 504 
3 Al 504 
3Al 504 
3Al 504 
3Al 534 
E A1504 
3Al 534 
EA2203 
312 203 
21223 3 
212233 
=12233 
312304 
3A2304 
3A2334 
212 304 
712334 
312304 
-A261U 
3:,2619
312614
312710
312710
312710
312727
3A3114
3 A311 4
9 A3 114
313114
3A3123
313134
3A3223
313223
3A3223
9A3223
2 A 3 2 2 3
213227
313235
3A3235
213328
3A3413
SA3413
3A341 3
313413
9A3413
3A3424
3AÏ424
3A36C3
3A3603
3A3603
2A3604
3A3604
3A3604
3A3623
313623
313623
313624
EA3624
3A3624
314437
3A4625
3*4873

04
05
C 6
07
09
09
1E

E
11
21
3 A

5A
6 À
7 A
IA
21
3A
41
51
6 A
71
B A
11
2A
3 A
41
5 A

IA
2 A
3A
4 A
5 A
IA
2 A
31
01

E
IA
2 A
3 A
4 A
2 A
1A

E
IA
2 A
3 A
4 A
IA
IA
2 A
IA

IA
2A
3A
4 A
IA

' 2A
1 A

IA

1 A
2 A
3 A
1A
IA
IA

S EL BS00 K (CO-ORD)
3DST/RULLIS
BUST
BUET/HULLIH 
D10SHE/TAYL03 
RIDIHG/SREEHI VASA 
LYNCH/C00R3S 
DIL HO ET H/HEIN 
SIVA ET AL

310L1000 
3IOL1550 
310 L1 55 0 
R10 L1 551 
310 L 2 051 
BIOL2121 
3IOL2251 
3IOL2 58 1 
BI3L261 1
3IOL2611LA3 
3IOL279 1 
3IOL2791 
3IOL2791 
FIOL3031 
SIOL3131 
3IOL3261 
BIOL 3 28 1 
310 L 3 30 1 
310L 332 1 
3IOL3401 
3 10 L 3 44 1 
3IOL3851 
c IOL387 1 
BIOL* 161 
3IOL4170 
3IOL4191 
EIOL4211 
3IOL429 1 
3IOL4691 
3IOL4Ô9 1LA3 
5IOL474 1 
310 L4 84 1 
3 10 1 4 961 
3IOL491 1 
5IOL4931

E

SIfA CT AL 
FLEHUG/HYEEE 
PL2HI1G/HYB ES 
FLEHI1G/BYR ES 
KF. A USE 
CASHICS 
LYS CH 
1HIT1EI 
9I01SE/HI1DS 
RIDISG

CI
02
03

TOO
CURBING
HACKillOl/HULLIS 
SCF. ES ZI E 
SIfASOBRAHABIAS 
H AG ES 
DILM02TH 
C00H9S 
8 HI TE ET 
BJET/CF012 
SOFT/ 
STOC2.V8CKB1Z 13 
ÏIGGS 
PAIH 
SAGES 
PAIR

CROHE

IA DOHA1EY
21 BEATTIE
1A BEATTIE
IA FRAOCIS
IA VALSA HGKAS 

9RA Y
1A 3REHSER
IA BRAY
IA XRCÏIA
IA II* ES

CE1C13
CEI 213
CE2023
C329 33
C 52173
C22431
CE2533
CE2703
CE2993
CE294 3
CE2953
CZ3041
CE3111
CE3201
CE3491
CE3713
CE3803
CI3933
CE3963
C 54 391
CE4611
C £5011
CE5111
CI5141
CZ5212
CE5222
CE5313
CE5411
CE5421
C15501
CE5601
CE5622
CE5731

LIS11
DAVE 
LASDf A 
111 ES 
IARD 

IA DlfAR
IA HCLAOGHLI*
IA DUE
IA STEVESS

1ILSOI 
CRUT 
BEATTIE 
LANDVA 
f ALSUCXAa 

IA DDK AS EY
IA WILSON
IA IRC HA

HARD
LIN
3PEHNER 
HCLAUGHLIN 

1A HCLAUGHLIN
DATAR

KABHAR
HOR RI S/ROP.ELA 1DCHS2001

CHE2503 IA
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»•»”« ‘ DATB-Of-BXAHIBATIOM25 OCT 1983- DECB8BEI 1983 PIC! 11 EBBOLRBITIBSTBOCTOI1983 TBBTàTIfB BXAHIllTIOi TIIBTABLI 
MBDBIICTOI

COOBSE AID SBCTIOB25 OCT
DATE-OP” EXABIBATIOMEMBOLBENTibsthdctobCOOBSE AID SBCTIOBDATE-OF - BX ABIBATIOB 7 PB TBOB DEC 15 

7 PB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PB TBOB DEC 15 

7 PB TOE DBC 13 
7 PB TBOB DBC 15 
2 PB FBI 
7 PB SAT 
9 AB SAT 
2 PB TBOB DEC 15 
2 PB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PH TBOB DEC 15 
9 AB FBI 
7 PH TOE 
9 AH TBOB DEC 15 
9 AH TOE DEC 20 
2 PB BED 
2 PH SAT

BBBOLHBWT 125IBSTBOCTOBCOOBSE ABD SBCTIOB BICBABDSOB
ITEBSOB
■ ISBIEBSKX (CO-OBD) 
HOB BO ST T
BOB BAB
LAOTABD

BICBABDSOB
HOBBOSTT
TAB DEB BOO BA ABD 
BCCABAB
TAB DEB BOO BA ABD
GOFF
ITEBSOB
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LAOTABD
BBHOBICK
GOFF
BEBOBICK

05SOCIIOOO
sociiooo
SOCIIOOO 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCIIOOO 
SOCIIOOO 
50C1230 3 
SOCI2403 
SOCI2503 
SOC12513 
SOC 12523 
SOC 1260 3 
SOCI2603 
SOCI2633 
SOC 13000 
SOCI3103 
SOCI3123 
SOCI3333 
SOC13610 
SOCI3713

DEC 12 
DEC 12

2 PH BOS 
2 PH BOB 
9 AB TBOB DEC 15 
9 AB TOE DEC 20 
9 AB SAT 
9 AH SAT 
9 AB SAT DEC 17 
2 PH BED DEC 14

364303 BACDOBALD
04 BOBIBSOB
1A COPPLES
II BACDOBALD

S BACDOBALD
U COPPLES
U IBABICKI
II BACDOBALD

06PHI LI 000 
PHI Li 000 
PBIL1053 
PHIL207 3 
PHIL2103 
PHIL2103 
PHIL2793 
PBIL3003

29 1340780 100DEC 13 
DEC 12 
DEC 12 
DEC 12 
DEC 12

7 PH TOE 
7 PH BOB 
7 PB BOB
7 PR BOB 
7 PH HOB 
9 AB SAT DSC 17 
9 AB SAT 
9 AH SAT 
9 AB BED 
9 AB BED 
9 AH BED 
7 PH SAT 
7 PH SAT 
7 PH SAT 
7 PH SAT 
7 PH SAT 
7 PH HOB

18 08S1BGB1A 8 66HATH 160 3 
H AT B1 86 3 
BATB1863 
a AT HI 86 3 
BATH1863 
■ ATH188 3 
HATH 188 3 
BATB1883 
B ATB2003 
HATB2003 
BATB2103 
HATH250 3 
BATH2S03 
BATR250 3 
BIT8 2 50 3 
H ATH2513 
SATB2543 

H AT H 2 56 3 
BATB3013 
BATB3023 
HATH 304 3 
BATB3063 
BATH 3100 
H ATB3123 
HATB3333 
H AT H 3 40 3 
B ATB3503 
BATR3523 
HATH3543 
H AT B 3 80 3 
HATB400 3 
BATB4803

32 09DEC 10 
DEC 10

LEE 13 77100 101A STAB
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1A BOB BOYD
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STAB 
SIBGB

2A BAB CL AT
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1A TAQZAB

SHALL
3A ’ TISHA BATH AH

BOB SOB
1A FAIBBAIBB

SOLLItAB.D.

58 5778 1A 322256 1A DEC 16 
DEC 17 
DEC 10

10 1271 1ADEC 17 
DEC 17 
DEC 14 
DEC 14 
DEC 14 
DEC 17 
DEC 17 
DEC 17 
DEC 17 
DEC 17 
DEC 12

1869 1ADEC 10 
DEC 10 
DEC 12 
DEC 10 
DBC 13 
DEC 20 
DEC 20 
DEC 10 
DEC 19 
DEC 14 
DEC 10

9 AB SAT 
9 AB SAT 
7 PH HOB 
9 AH SAT
9 AH TOE 
7 PH TOE 
9 AB TOE 
7 PH SAT 
2 PH SAT 
2 PH MED 
2 PH SAT 
9 AH THOR DEC 15 
2 PH TOE 
9 AH TOE

3624 239 01 LEES
02 DEB ILLE/LIHTOB 

LITBSSf 
TOOBG
ZAI DI 
SBA BP 
KAISBB

11 EDBABDS
BOSS 
BOSS 
KAI SEB
TEHBA
TEBBA/T ABDEBLIBDE 
DE BILLE

IAPBTS1000 
PHÏS1000 
P RT S120 0 
PHÏS1911 
PHTS2011 
PHTS206 1 
PHTS3031 
PHTS3173 
PBTS322 1 
P BT54011 
PHTS404 1 
PBTS4 06 1 
PHTS4101 
PHTS4961

11 192 5547 IAIA 22 1968 2A312 1623 DEC 16
DBC 20

25 4175
25 35104 1121 7 1652 1128 1574 IA DEC 14 

DEC 10
41 7 2549

7 932 1111 8
DEC 15 
DEC 13

DEC 122 PH TBOR 
2 PH TO B 
7 PB BOB DEC 12 
9 AB FBI 
9 AB BOB 
9 AB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PB BOB DBC 12 
2 PH TBOB DEC 15 
2 PB FBI DEC 16 
9 AB TOE DBC 13 
7 PB SAT DEC 17 
9 AB BOB DEC 12 
2 PB SAT DEC 17 
9 AB TBOB DEC 15 
7 PB SAT DEC 17

7 PB BOB 
9 AB TBOB DEC 15 
9 AH TBOB DEC 15 
9 AH TBOB DEC 15 
9 AB TBOB DEC 15 
9 AB TBOB DEC 15 
9 AB TOE 
2 PH SAT

332 8LOHICH 
40 TD

PAO
BOB

B FOBSTEH
02 BOEL
03 FOB ST ES
04 GOBEZ
01 FOBSTEB

PIQDEB 
SBA B 
BOEL

11 DEC 13 S PAH 1200 
SPAHI 200 
SPAHI 200 
SP1H1200 
SPAH2200 
SPAB3201 
SPAB3411 
SPAB3421

5 8 21IA 59 10 10BASOB11 DEC 16 
DEC 19

10 19LEE11 DEC 21 
DEC 21 
DEC 12 
DEC 20 
DEC 20 
DEC 12

9 AB BSD 
9 AH >E9 
2 PH BOB 
7 PH TOE 
9 AH TO i 
9 AB BOB

29 30 601 GBOBDIH (CO-OBD)
02 GBOBDIH 
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ALLER 
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là BOOBEB
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IA BOB SOI
11 SOLLIFAB, D.
Il B AB CL AT

HI CHOIT

POLS2020 
POLS2020 
POLS 3 34 1 
POLS3721 
POLS3831 
POLS4431

3 34 3
DEC 20 
DBC 10

6 8 1
21 13

2 7
DEC 14 
DEC 13 
DEC 19 
DEC 19

60 7 PB HEP 
7 PH TOE 
2 PB BOB 
2 PH BOB

6 50IA HOBKTD
BIHCO

1A 81 CHOIT
2A BIHCO

ST1T1213 
S TA T2 200 
STAT2263 
STAT2263

76 54
DEC 12 
DEC 19 
DEC 19 
DEC 19 
DEC 10 
DEC 16 
DEC 2D 
DEC 2D 
DEC 14 
DEC 17 
DEC 19 
DEC 14

33 7 PH HO8 
9 AH BOB 
9 AH HO8 
9 AH HO R
7 PH SAT 
7 PH FRI 
2 PB TOE 
7 PH TOE 
2 PH BSD 
2 PH SAT 
7 PH HO8 
7 PH BED 
2 PH TROP DEC 15 
7 PH TROP DEC 15 
7 PH USD 
9 AH TOE 
9 AH HOS

53313 HIK1BLI1B
01 H IC Kl
0 2 DOB1LDSOB
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11 BICBABDS
11 STOPPARD
11 FIELDS

HIK1ELI1B
11 LIKELT

E1STBBBBOOK
GBAT 

11 GBAT
11 DOH1LDSOH

DOS1LDSOB 
H IC Kl 
SZELIGO 
EASTEBBBOOK

100064 TCI
PSTC1
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00011 326
PSTCl 000 
PSTC1000 
PSTC2201 
PSTC2 34 3 
PSTC2352 
PSIC2641 
PSÏC2733 
PSTC2801 
PSTC2991 
PSTC3222 
PSTC3612 
PSTC3621 
PSTC3671 
PSTC3711 
PSIC3831

5 DEC 16 
DEC 16 
DEC 14 
DEC 14 
DEC 13 
DEC 10

7 PH FRI 
7 PH FRI 
7 PH BED 
7 PH BED 
2 PB TOE 
2 PH SAT

184 84IA BAHBRJEE 
BEI SS 
BEI SS 
BAHBRJEE

1ASTAT259 3 
ST1T2593 
STAT3083 
STAT3083 
STAT330 3 
STAT4473

88 71219 AH BBD DEC 14 
9 AB 8BD DEC 14 
9 AB TOE 
2 PH TOE 
7 PB TOE DEC 20 
7 PH TOE 
2 PB 808 
2 PB 808 
9 AB FBI 
9 Ai SAT 
2 PB BOB 
9 AB BOB 
2 PB TOE 
.7 PB FBI 
9 AB SAT 
2 PB TOE 
7 PB BOB

135 58 8511 SIBPLE
2A SEB RLE
IA SEBPLE
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TOBFASOB 
IBETOB 
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BOGEBS 

11 TCBABT
SCOTT
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11 BEBSEBEAO
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SOOS1 
IBBTOB 
SCOTT

IABB1003 
BEI00 3 
BB1013 
B El 113 
BB2121 
HB2321 
HB2473 
HE2613 
BE3341 
HB3422 
HE3511 
HB4253 
HB4283 
HE4 343 
BE4443 
H 24 543 
BE4911

101 6779DEC 20 
DEC 13

2142 28 16LEE1197 45 K RIGHT1A60 56DBC 13 
DEC 12 
DEC 19 
DEC 16 
DEC 10 
DEC 12 
DEC 19 
DEC 20 
DEC 16 
DBC 10 
DEC 13 
DEC 12

37 NOTICE63
78 131A 64 31
59 9

E DEC 14 
DEC 13 
DEC 12

62 14
39 23
23 108 STUDENTS WHO ARE SCHEDULED TO WRITE 

MORE THAN ONE EXAMINATION AT THE SAME 

ON THE SAME DAY SHOULD REPORT TO 

THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE AS SOON AS

55
54 2 PH THOB DEC 15 

7 PH TOE 
7 PH SAT

2 PE THOB DEC 15 
2 PH 808 DEC 12 
2 PH FBI DEC 16 
9 AH HOB DEC 19 
7 PH HOB DEC 12 
2 PH BOH DEC 12 
9 AH HOB DEC 19 
7 PH SAT DEC 17 
2 PB FBI DEC 16 
2 PH SAT DEC 10 
9 AH BED DEC 14 
2 PH TOE DEC 13

2401A GLOSS
FAIG
T1ZDABI

L11GLEÏ
GLOSS
FAG II TIKIS 

1A LABGLET
GLOSS
CHBZABOHSK1 

11 8 EL
1A TABICEK

FAIG
IA DEBBHT1
1A NICHOLS

HCL10GHLIB

19 DEC 20 
DEC 17

SE1001
SE2011
SE2301

2411 
SB2801 
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SE3202 
SB34S1 
SE4041 
SB4053 
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SB4321 
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251A 32 261A 47
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SZDEC 12 
DEC 12 
DEC 12

627 PB BOB 
2 PH BOB 
2 PB BOB
9 AB THOB DEC 15 
9 AB SAT DBC 10
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■ AS SOB 
BAD DOB
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B0BS3171 
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3765
3556

67
1922 TIME1A 31

DEC 10 
DEC 19 
DBC 16

369 AB SAT 
7 PB BOB 
7 PH PH 
2 PB SAT DBC 10 
2 PH SAT DEC 17 
2 PH TOE DBC 13 
2 PB TBOB DBC 15 
9 AH FBI DEC 16 
9 AB BID DBC 14

262A DOFBESBE
1A BBLSOB
11 BOB8

EAGLE 
PAT08

11 STBTB1S08
B AC GILL If AS 1 
BOTH! ILL-BIBBS 
BEACHES
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PBBD2061 
PBBD2071 
PBED2091 
PBED3031 
PBED304 1 
PBSD4081

2515
1419
4325
1170

39
7 PH THOB DEC 15 
7 PH THOB DEC 15 
7 PH THOB DEC 15 
7 PH THOB DEC 15 
7 PB THOB DEC 15

1523 B LAOTABD
01 fli DEB H00BAABD
02 B AC DOBELL
03 BCG AB AB
04 PBPPBBDBBB

SOCIIOOO
SOCIIOOO
SOCIIOOO
SOCIIOOO
SOCIIOOO
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14 2 PH BOH DEC 12
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■ The return of 
the Duo Pach
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Arlene and Joseph Pach
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HI ifI
absence of available for the occasional 

piano quartet or quintet. 
And occasionally, the Duo 
Pach reappeared in perfor
mance for small gatherings 
of friends and admirers.

In returning to the concert 
stage in the Creative Arts 
series, the Duo Pach pro
mises an evening of 
outstanding violin sonatas 
from the Romantic tradition, 
including

Arlene and Joesph Pach Schubert, Faure, Debussy, 
came to UNB as resident and Respighi, 
musicians in 1964. For sonata, the first of the two
several years they perform- he wrote, is especially
ed as the Duo Pach until, pleasing with its lilting, 
with the arrival of other spring-like quality, 
musicians-in-residence,
they were able to expand 
into the trio and quartet 

When finally

After an 
several years, the piano- 
violin team of Joseph and 
Arlene Pach returns to the 
Creative Arts copcert stage 
at the Playhouse next 
Wednesday, November 2. 
Free tickets for UNB and 
STU students are now 
available at the SUB office, 
STU, business office, Art 
Centre, and Residence Of-
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Seats tor Creative Arts 
subscribers and students 
who pick up tickets are 
assured. A limited number 
of general admissions will 
be available at the door at

irepertoire.
Joseph Pach formed the 
Brunswick String Quartet it 
assumed the central role of 
campus musicians, although $6 per ticket. Concert time
Arlene Pach was always is 8 P-m-
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> ONLY WITH COUPONmr. mFRIDAY, OCTOBER 28 de uxeUNB Film Society presents: "1900". Bertolucci's master
piece showings are 8:00 in Tilley 102, Friday and Saturday I 
nights, Admission by season passes or $2 at the door.

Scottish Country Dancing: Beginners' class at 7:30 p.m. in 
Marshall d'Avary Hall, Room 143. The experienced dancers 
join the group at 8:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Ms. Wendy Allen, who was associated with the Guangzhuo 
Institute of Foreign Languages in the Republic of china from 
1971-81, will speak at the University of New Brunswick on 
"China After The Cultural Revolution", Friday, October 28 at 
9:31 a.m. in room S-107 of the IUC.

[I AT 10II

5.5SC 15 
SC 15 
EC 15 
EC 15 
EC 15 
EC 15 
6C 13 
SC 15 
SC 16 
SC 17 
EC 10 
EC 15 
EC 15 
EC 15 
EC 16 
EC 20 
EC 15 
EC 20 
EC 14 
EC 10

6 Coupon valid until Nov.4i vV FRENCH FRIES LTD. z
GET FRESH

l deluxe Golden Fried Clam Platter ^
\ A generous portion of golden clams, 

s fresh-cut french-fries, deluxe creamy coleslaw jjH 
; and dinner roll. Ilfs
iC ALL FOR THE PRICE OF $3.45,^-igj 

with presentation of this ad

ft
[/]

i z.
%) A

EC 12 
EC 15 
EC 15 

i EC 15 
i EC 15 
I EC 15 
I EC 20 
)BC 10 MP Jonathan Aitken will speak on the role of the British I ^ 

House of Commons in the Patriation of the Canadian Con- | ggrj 
stitution on Friday, Oct. 28 - 2:00 p.m. in room 2, Ludlow 
Hall-The UNB Law Building.

CUSO, Canada's largest non-governmental international 
development organization will hold the first annual GREAT 
PUMPKIN SALE on Friday and Saturday, October 28 and 29, 
in the Luna Pizza lot across from Tingley's on Dundonald 
Street.

)BC 14 
)EC 13 
DEC 19 
DEC 19 mDEC 16 
DEC 16 
DEC 14 
DEC 14 
DEC 13 
DEC 10

m iMS»:

Prospect street! S'

FE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29

SAME

AUTOSAUERThe members of the Students' Wives Organization are hav
ing a Halloween party for their children Saturday, October 
29th. It will be in MacLaggan Hall next to the bookstore on 
the UNB campus. Room 18 at 2:00 p.m. All members are 
welcome to attend.

T TO

THE ZIEBART 
CHALLENGE.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
The Students' Wives Organization is having a jazzersize 
evening on Tuesday, November 1st. It will be held in the 
Lounge of the Alumni Memorial Building on the UNB cam
pus at 8:00 p.m. Remember to bring your appropriate at
tire. New members are always welcome.

Are you buying a new car. truck, or van? II you are. you will 
probably be oflered a substitute for ZIEBART protection You see. 
some car dealers don't oiler ZIEBART protection.

Unfortunately, those car dealers will say their system is the 
same as. or even better, than ZIEBART... let me tell you. this is an 
ofifstory. It s been going on lor over 10 years... and the facts are 
still the same ZIEBART protection oilers the most complete sys
tem and best results.

If you doubt what I'm saying — listen to our challenge.
Until December 31. bring us any imitation ZIEÔART Rustprotec- 

tion — you inspect it with us II is passes the ZIEBART checklist 
before it is corrected to our specifications — we ll reimburse you 
what you paid for it

We can prove that imitation ZIEBART. sold by some car dealers, 
doesn't even come close to the real thing. ZIEBART — It's us or 
rust".

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Halloween Square Dance. 
(Dressup Optional). Marshall d'Avary Gym, 8:00 p.m. Cost 
$1.00.

Ever wonder what happened to the Maya? Then see the 
three movies being presented by the Anthropology Society 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Tilley 20.

Stanley McMullin, director of Canadian studies at the 
University of Waterloo, will give the second in a series of 
Atlantic Studies Lectures at UNB Fredericton on Tuesday, 
November 1. Dr. McMullin will speak on "The Evolution of 
Ontario Regional Cultures." beginning at 8:00 p.m. in Room 
140 of Carleton Hall.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

The Duo Pach, piano-violin team, in concert at The 
Playhouse, 8 p.m., sponsored by UNB/STU Creative Arts 
Committee. Free student tickets now at offices in the SUB, 
STU. Art Centre, residences.

I
L. J. LeBI one Dealer

ZIEBART...NOTHING ELSEUKEIT.
Lr. St. Marys

' Fredericton, N.B.
Phone 472-5751
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5 

Sat. 9-Noon
The Craftsmanship of Preservation. <s

The Canadian Institute of International Affairs and the New 
Brunswick Chapter of Science for Peace wishes to invite all 

talk entitled "Nato and Nuclear (DIS) Arma-
the Woodstockstudents to a 

ment at 7:30 p.m. at the Garrison Club on 
Road (behind Victoria Public Health Centre) 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4

L-n ZiebarH
am ANCr PROU '. T ION PVICE S

Skate City is hosting Skate Date '83. the third annual United 
way benefit. All admissions at the door will be donated to
the United Way.

"A Streetcar Nam-UNB Film Society presents the 1951 film 
ed Desire " starring Marlon Brandon and Vivien Lee, at the

Friday and Saturday,

F

Tilley Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m 
November 4 and 5.
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Women's team places 19th overall
c

m CThe opeining event was orienteering events. The
one of the more impressive UNB women were once
ones, the fell and twitch. again prominent, particular- 
Teams were required to fell ly in the latter two. Irene
a pole so it (hopefully) his a Strucel finished 4th in the
spike, and then drage it orienteering but first of the

line in as short a women's team. Melanie
Richards won a spittoon for 
her efforts in the tobacco 
spit, where she beat all the 
other women, and placed 
5th overall, with an im
pressive 14 foot six inch 
spit. This great performance 
should elevate the entire 
women's team to the 
athletes of the week

..... * By CHRIS CHAPMANfc. 'mmm -I
Ell sTwenty eight teams from 

eleven universities and col
leges came to UNB Saturday 
to compete in the 18th An
nual

1 c
p

fe... c
. tIntercollegiate 

Woodsmen's Competition.
MacDonald College, from

Montreal, narrowly edged dily, doing it in just over two 
Sir Sanford Flemming Col- minutes, and hitting the 
lege, from near Toronto, to spike.
take the overall champion- The fell and twitch was 
ship. While MacDonald only over early, before many 
finished first in one event, specatators had appeared, 
the tobacco spit, they did no doubt so none would be 
consistently well enough in hit by falling timber. After- 
all other events to win. wards, teams went off to awards.

The UNB 'A' team, the compete in those events re- While the UNB mens
defending champions, plac- quiring all six team teams did not perform as
ed 9th, the B’ team finished members, those being the well as they might have lik-
15th, and the Women's team swede saw, cross cut saw, ed, the entire competition
wound up 19th overall, but pulp toss, and tug of war. was certainly a success,
came 3rd amongst the The UNB women's team with the womens teams
women's teams. came first of the women s 3rd place adding to that.

The mists were rising teams in both sawing events The contest attracted teams
from the St. John river as and indeed beat both UNB from New Brunswick, of
the competition began at an men's teams. Early morning course, as well as Maine,
hour uncomfortably close to practices must build more New Hampshire Nova
dawn. Chez Joe's, the strength. Scotia, Quebec and Ontario,
cateteria and souvenir shop After lunch, the individual as far away as Thunder Bay.
on the site was an in- and two person events were Perhaps more than 700
valuable help to most of the on. These were the axe spectators passed through
hardy souls up at that hour throw, chopping, splitting, during the day drawn by
by infusing them with coffee log decking, power saw, the superb weather and the
and doughnuts. pulp throw, tobacco spit and keeness of the competition.

across a 
time as possible. University 
of Maine at Orono won han-
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Melanie Richards shows her winning form as she prepares 
to spit her way to taking home a brass spittoon. She spat 14 
feet, 6 inches. Photo by Chris Chapman

Exiles defeat Iromen ILady Harriers win AUAA's:Undefeated
Dave Banks who carried the 
ball over and Tagget Phillips 

On Saturday College Field convert was good to give
the Exiles a 14-4 lead.

Despite the fact that both 
the score and the clock 

It was Mark favored Fredericton UNB 
pressed their opponents 
and eventually pinned them 
in their own end attempting 
to score. However, a stingy 

Bob Aucoin took the Exile defense yielded no
ball from the line out and points and the final score
ran blind to open a 8-0 Exile stood at 14-4 for the Exiles, 
lead when once again the 
convert failed.

UNB finally got their of
fense going when Sean 
Curan side-stepped a 
number of Exile defenders 
and out ran the pursuit into 
the end zone. The try went 
unconverted and UNB had 
narrowed the margin to 8-4 
in favor of Fredericton.

By B.D. RUSSELLUNB's rookie, Helene 
D'Avignon showed her im-

Success for the gorls has 
been possible because of 
the dedicated, expert provement and strength by

running an excellent race 
for 3rd place in 18:46. Tom
mie Richardson displayed 
her renowned speed by cap
turing 5th place with a time 
of 19:23. Lynn Sutherland 
gave it all she had to run 
another strong race just

By
MARGARET MACDONALD

AND provided the setting as the 
UNB Ironmen I hosted the

coaching and guidance from 
Mel Keeling and Joe 
Lehmann. Their efforts 
were also recognized in 
Halifax as Mel Keeling was 
named AUAA Women's 
Cross-Country coach of the 
year at the banquet.

It was cold and windy in missing 7th place to end up 
Halifax on Saturday as the in 9th with a time of 19:34. 
25 girls set off to tackle the The other Lynn on the team, 
hills in Point Pleasant Park. Lynn Poole, was not far

behind to be UNB's fifth 
counter in 10th place at 
19:50.

LYNN SUTHERLAND

Fredericton Exiles I.The awesome reputation 
of the UNB Lady Red Har
riers proceeded them as the 
girls travelled to Halifax this 
past weekend for the AUAA 
Cross-Country Champion
ships. Since women's Cross- 
Country became an official 
AUAA and CIAU sport four 
years ago, the Lady Harriers 
have dominated the Atlantic 
Conference by winning 

AUAA title.

Sheehan who scored for the 
Exiles to open a 4-0 lead 
after the convert attempt 
failed.

<>

UNB's first finisher, 
This Margaret MacDonald, ran a 

fair race to come in second 
place in a time of 18:00 for 
the 5 km. course.

every
weekend was no exception 
is the UNB girsl claimed 
their fourth straight AUAA 
title to remain undefeated Memorial's Nicola Will con

tinued her winning ways by

When it was all over, it 
was clear that UNB was 
again victorious with 28 
points, compared to 42 for 
Memorial, and 54 for the 
host team, Dalhousie.

in the history of womens 
Atlantic Cross-Country com- crossing the finish line 1 st in

17:40.petition.
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Sticks go undefeated
13 The win game UNB a 

season of 12 wins, 1 tie and 
no losses and assures them 
a first seed going into the 
AUAA's to be played in 
Halifax this weekend. The 
Red Sticks look forward to

the half but their lead was 
narrowed to 2-1 in the se
cond half when a scramble 
for the ball in the muddy 
shooting circle led to MUN's 
lone goal.

While the weather was 
anything but pleasant, the 
Red Sticks ended their 
regular season on a sunny 
note by beating Memorial 
Univerity Beothuks 2-1 on 
Sunday. The game was 
played in Newfoundland 
under heavy rain, hail, and 
winds strong enough to 
blow the coaches and 
players off the benches 

The Red Sticks led 2-0 at

strong support from their 
leading scorers:
Grady (15 goals), Katherine 
MacDougall (7 goals) and 
Shauna Lambert (5 goals).

Congratulations go to 
Coach Joyce Slipp and all 
the Red Sticks on a very suc-

Susan ❖
>

<&>
The UNB Beavers displayed a fine performance at the 

AUAA Invitational Swim Meet held at the Sir Max Altken 
Pool. November 22 and 23. The final results for the meet 
put the five Atlantic conference teams in the following 
ranks: Dalhousle University was the winner over all with 
the UNB Beaver placing second. Memorial University took 
a close third with 5th and 5th place falling to Acadia and 
Mount Allison respectively.

Veterans Sue Vemllle and Greg Pheeney fell only 
seconds short of qualifying for the CIAU championships dur
ing the debut meet for the 83-84 squad. Sue Verhllle was 
awarded the Moosehead UNB Swimmer of the Meet Award 
presented by Jeff Irwin following the final race of the 2 day 
event.

Notable performances were made by rookies Wendy 
Sterling, Tracey Slavln and David Saab rook, all of whom 
landed at least a top three finish in each of their specialties.

The UNB Beavers, led by team captains Peter Barton and 
Mary Kay Stangroom, are very optimistic of the 83-84 
season, and recognize the importance of discipline and 
hard work. With that in mind, the Beavers are off to a roar
ing start, and will inevitably prove successful at AUAA's in 
February.

November 4th and 5th see the Beavers travel to Del and 
Acadia for a duel meet "double header".

Congratulations Beavers and keep up the good work l
Till next time, 

"Bud"

cessful season and good 
luck in the AUAA and the 
ClAU's next weekend.

Women's - Wendy Stirling 
competed for the first time MacKinnon played in both

weekend efforts and turned 
in a solid effort in losses 
against St. F.X. and 
Dalhousie.
Field Hockey - Carol Cooper 
played a strong role Sunday 
as the Red Sticks defeated 
Memorial 2-1 to finish 
regular season undefeated.

Cafe Creme Notable Perfor- Soccer - Goaltender Don
mances
Cross Country:
-Kevin Hooper turned in a since undergoing shoulder 
strong effort at the AUAA surgery two and one-half 
championships in Halifax, 
placing fifth overall and se
cond among UNB runners as 
the men finished third 
behind Dalhousie and She also had the fastest split 
Memorial. for UNB in the four 100
Women's - Margaret Mac- relay.
Donald was the leading 
force in UNB's AUAA cham
pionship effort, finishing se
cond overall with a time of 
18 minutes and one second 
for the five kilometre

fhe Men's
ice
lar
me
the r

years ago, and missed the 
cut for CIAU qualifying by 
just four-tenths of a second.

the
nie
for
cco
the
ced
im-

Athlete of the Weeknch
nee
tire
the
sek

pionships held in Halifax. 
The 24-year-old fifth-year 
Forestry student placed 
third overall in the race, as 
UNB wond with 28 points, 
far ahead of second-place 
Memorial, which had 42 
points.

"Helene had been a very 
valuable asset to our team 
this year," assistant coach 
Joe Legmann said. "We'll

A hockey player and a 
cross country player are the 
latest winners of the UNB 
athlete-of-the-week honors.

course.
bwimming: Men s - Greg
Pheeny posted a lifetime 
best in the 200 metre

third

en's be looking for her to help conference champion Monc-
the team to a strong perfor- ton Blue Eagles 4-3 in
mance at the ClAU's on Nov. Quispamsis. Thomson is a

first year physical education 
Meanwhile, hockey student. He now has nine 

player Brian Thompson, 19, goals and four assists for 
scored four goals and added the season, 
one assist last Friday as "Brian has started his 
UNB Red Devils kept their university hockey career in
unbeaten streak alive with such a way that he has
an 8-6 victory over Universi- shown the potential to
ty of Maine Black Bears. become one of the best 
Thomson also scored one right wingers this league 
goal last Wednesday when will see this year," coach 
the Devils nipped defending Don MocAdam said.
gboooùiioooocaooaoMocatacaoâooooocaocaocaoBOoooKJOoc

In cross-country, rookie 
Helene D'Avignon of

as
freestyle and was 
overall in the event behind Quebec chopped 24 seconds 
two CIAU finalists of a year off her previous best time to 

He was also third in help the Lady Harriers
emerge victorious at the 
Atlantic Universities 
Athletic Association cham-

lik-
tion
ess,
im's

5."

ago.
the 50 metre free, just five- 

hundredths of a second
at.

one
off his previous best time.

ams
of

line,
lova
aria, irwQirNS

EXHIBITION 
AND SALE of

Bay.
700

jugh
i by
J the FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS 

AND ORIGINAL PRINTSion.

GRADUATION PROTRAITS/new THIS YEAR*') 
100 Additional 

Exhibition Postery ■

I
Now Being Taken By

d the 
lillips 
give

HARVEY STUDIOS LTD.
Phone 455-941 5 To Make Your

APPOINTMENT NOW.
Old Masters, Medieval, Oriental, 

Renaissance, Impressionist, 
Group of Seven, Modem Art, 
Photography, Matted Prints

both 
clock 
UNB 

nents 
them 
ipting 
stingy 
d no 
score 
xiles.

Daytime and Evening Appointments 
Available.All Bachelors Degree Hoods on 

Hand Plus Tux Shirt _ Tie if Needed.

Sitting Fee - Only $ 1 2.00 
(Includes Photo For Yearbook.)

HARVEY STUDIO LTD.
37 2 Queen Street

(Between York and Westmorland)

Nov. 2-4DATE
TIME
PLACE

Eschar, Wyeth, O'Keefe, Morrisseau, 
Hlroshlghe, Picasso, Renoir, Pratt, 

Folon, Secunda, Rockwell, Hokusai, 
Peel, Thomson, Colville, Markgrat, 

Danby, Harvey Edwerde, Van Gogh

9-5
S.U.B.

Blue Lounge
ORIGINAL ETCHINGS

pouchVISCOUNT
Most Prices

Well Below Normal Retail!

Limited Edition Indian Art 4
J

455-941 5OVER 800
DIFFERENT IMAGES1
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cOn the 
road again

THE UNB/STU FIGURE SKATING CLUB 
ICE SCHEDULE - FALL 1983 

A.U.C.

z

ARMCHAII
QUARTER 

BACK

(
>

Both field hqckey Red 
Sticks and soccer Red Shirts 
are on the rood this 
weekend, and both have an 
excellent chance of bringing 
home Atlantic Universities 
Athletic Association cham
pionships. The Sticks travel 
to Halifax as the only 
undeafeated team in the 
conference, chalking up 10 
victories and one tie in 11 
starts. They will face com
petition from host 
Dalhousie, Moncton Blue 
Angels and Memorial 
Beothuks. Regardless of the 
outcome, UNB will be 
hosting the Canadian In
teruniversities Athletic 
Union championship begin
ning November 3.

The soccer Red Shirts, 
meanwhile, will be in 
Charlottetown to battle UPEI 
Panthers, St. F.X. and 
Dalhoui^e. The Shirts finish
ed the season with a 7-4-1 
slate and at one time rank
ed No. 1 in the country by 
the Cl AU. Added incentive 
for the Shirts is the fact they 
dropped two games to UPEI 
at Charlottetwon earlier 
thus year, both by a one- 
goal margin. The winner of 
the AUAA championship 
travels west for the national 
semi-final.

Tuesday 
Oct. 18 
4:00-4:45 p.m. 
Thursday 
Oct. 20 
4:00-4:45 p.m. 
Monday 
Oct. 24 
4:15-5:15 p.m. 
Thursday 
Oct. 27 
4:15-5:15 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Nov. 2
4:15-5:15 p.m. 
Monday 
Nov. 7
4:15-5:15 p.m.

Monday 
Nov. 28 
4:00-4:45 p.m. 
Friday 
Dec. 2
4:15-5:15 p.m. 
Monday 
Dec. 5
4:15-5:15 p.m.

The UNBFSC has begun 
for the season and are look
ing for new members. 
Anyone interested in joining 
the club is advised to be at 
the rink by 4:00 p.m. on the 
specified days or phone 
Anne McKinley at 455-5623 
for more information.

Monday 
Nov. 14 
4:15-5:15 p.m. 
Friday 
Nov. 18 
4:15-5:15 p.m. 

Monday 
Nov. 21 
4:15-5:15 p.m.

i
1
i
<

I
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<! We've come to the halfway point of the NFL season; it's a 

| point at which many teams sit down and assess what 
I they've accomplished (or what they've failed to 
I accomplish), and make some decisions regarding their 
I goals for the remainder of the season. So, in keeping with 
I that trend, here's a capsulized review of the NFL season to 
I date, along with a revised long-range outlook for the se- 
I cond half of the season:

MAJOR DISAPPOINTMENTS'I Cincinnati Bengals (2-6) - A lot of people, including myself,
I picked this team to be in contention for a division title right 
I down to the wire. Obviously, the internal problems this 
I club has had have made a bigger impact than what was 
I originally forecasted. They could turn it around - but don't 
I bet the farm on it.
I New York Jets (3-5) - One of the major quêtions being ask- 
I ed by football fans everwhere is "What's wrong with the 
I Jets?" Almost everbody picked them to go to Tampa Bay 
I this coming January, but they have not produced. Is it 
I coaching? (They switched head coaches this year) Is it 
I media pressure? (In 1980, they were picked to do big things 
I and went out and won 4 games.) Still, they're only 2 games 
I back of the division leader - but time is running out.
I San Diego Chargers (3-5) - Has Air Coryell "bombed" out?
I Injuries have hurt the Chargers, but injuries are a fact of 
I life in the NFL. This will probably be the first time since 
I 1978 that we won't see this bunch in the play-offs.

PLEASANT SURPRISES:
I Baltimore colts (4-4) - a welcome relief to long-suffering 
I Colts' fans, this team is a bettor's nightmare, they've 
I h /ice as many games in half a season as they did in the I previous two.

I New England Patriots (4-4) - Another hard team to figure 
I out; they've beaten some big teams (Pittsburgh, the Jets, 
I Buffalo) but they've lost twice to Baltimore. Still, they've 
I been in most of the games they've lost, with the exception 
I being the San Francisco contest a few weeks ago.
I Buffalo Bills (5-3) - A surprise, yes. A real contender? I 
I don't think so. They have a tough second half with games 
I against the Raiders, the Rams, San Francisco and New 
I Orleans, to name a few.
I Time now for some peerless predictions for the final eight 
I games:
I -the Jets WILL make the play-offs (as a wild card)
I -Tampa Bay or Houston WILL win a game (they play each I other Nov. 27.)
I -the Giants will NOT solve their quarterback dilemma 
I -Green Bay WILL manage to win 2 games in a row at least I once this season
I -Pete Rozelle will NOT jump to the USFL (at least one of I these will be correct)
I This Week:
I PHILADELPHIA over Baltimore by 3 
I Dallas over NY GIANTS by 7 
I CHICAGO over Detroit by 2 
I Green Bay over CINCINNATI by 5 
I CLEVELAND over Houston by 6 
I Kansas City over DENVER by 3 
I MIAMI over L.A. Rams by 1 
I ST. LOUIS over Minnesota by 4 
I ATLANTA over New England by 5 
I New Orleans over BUFFALO by 4 
I NY Jets over SAN FRANCISCO by 2 
I RAIDERS over Seattle by 7 
I PITTSBURGH over Tampa Bay by 9 
I Washington over SAN DIEGO by 8 
I Record:
I Lost Week: 8-5-1 (.615): vs. the spread:
I Overall: 58-53-1 (.523); vs. the spread:

1
«

<

I
I
«

I
i
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Engineers
't${

A rewarding career could be 
yours in the Canadian navy.

■i

:

:

Opportunities exist for recent graduate engineers with degrees in 
electrical, electronics, mechanical or physical disciplines.

As a Maritime Engineer you will receive special training in 
marine systems, combat systems or naval architecture and 
construction. You could be involved in the new Canadian navy pa 
trol frigate programme. These positions offer responsibility, com
prehensive benefits and attractive salaries. Entry into the Forces is 
at the officer level.

For more information on plans, entry requirements and opportuni
ties, visit the recruiting centre nearest you or call collect — were in 
the yellow pages under Recruiting, or write to:

The Director of Recruiting and Selection 
National Defence Headquarters 

Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A0K2

THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES

Canada
-Therefe no lifelike it.____
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Leorn-To-Skate appoint one student 

representative. This com
mittee Is responsible for the 
policies and procedures 
which govern our dynamic 
Inter-Residence sports pro
gram.

The Women's Intramural 
Advisory Committee is com
posed of representatives 
from each women's 
residence and each faculty 
and all convenors or 
referees-in-chief. Over the 
past four years the Commit
tee has been responsible for 
implementing a number of 
changes which have 
resulted in significant 
growth in the women's pro
gram. We are still in need 
of representatives from a 
number of faculties. 
Anyone interested in 
representing her faculty or 
simply becoming involved 
should contact the Student 
Co-ordinator,
Hughes, 455-9061 or the 
Recreation Office.

Beginners classes will be 
held. The evening class will 
meet on Mondays and 
Thursdays from 8-9 p.m. and 
the morning classes will 
meet on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 10:15-11:15 
a.m. beginning Monday Oc
tober 3/.
$10.00 for full-time students 
and pass holders and $20.00 
for others, 
are being accepted in the 
UNB Business Office bet
ween 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Further information is 
available from the Recrea
tion Office between 10:00 
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
termediate classes will be 
offered in second term.
Co-Ed Basketball

program: Competitive In
tramurals, Non-Credit In
struction, Sport Clubs, and 
Casual Recreation. The 
Committee is composed of 
student and non-student 
representatives from the 
various segments of the 

The fees are University Community in
cluding Senate, SRC, STU, 
Sport Clubs, Mens & 

Registrations Womens Intramurals, Board 
of Deans, and the Alumni. 
There is also provision for 
two students-at-large. Any 
student interested in 
becoming involved with this 
Committee should contact 

In- the Recreation Office. The 
first task of this Committee 
this year will be to establish 
some specific goals and ob
jectives for the Program.

CO-ED INTRAMURALS
Co-Ed 
Volleyball

Some people thought that 
it was Canada's second Na: 
tional Volleyball team, but 
it was just the Golden Lites 
continuing their reign as Co- 
Ed Competitive Volleyball 
Champs as the defeated the 
Chem. Eng. Team 15-7, 
15-13 in the championship 
game on Sunday. In the 
consolation finals the White 
Russians humbled the 
Hooters in two straight 
gomes.

Many thanks to all who 
participated and helped to 
make it a competitive os 
well as funn weekend for 
volleyball.

Co-Ed Inner Tube Waterpolo

Although the entry 
deadline has passed we 
may still be able to ac
comodate a few additional 
terams or individual entries 
in the Co-Ed Inner Tube 
Waterpolo league. Anyone 
interested in participating 
who has not yet registered 
should do so today before 
2:00 p.m. in the Recreation 
Office.

There are still openings in 
the Learn-To-Skate program 
for anyone interested in 
learning the fundamentals 
necessary to participate in 
this national winter 
pastime. Classes are being 
held on Wednesday even
ings from 7:30-8:15 p.m. un
til Nov. 30. Fees are $10.00 
for Students and Pass 
Holders and $20.00 for Non 
Pass Holders. Registrations 
are being accepted at the 
UNB Business Office 10:00 
a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Beginners Racquetball

The fall session of Rac
quetball Instruction will be 
held on Wednesday even- v 
ings November 2-30. The 
classes will introduce par
ticipants to the fundamen
tals necessary to enjoy the 
game. Classes will be held 
from 7:10 - 7:50 -8:30 p.m. 
Fees are $8.00 for Students 
and Pass Holders and $16.00 
for Non Pass Holders. Balls 
will be supplied. Racquets 
and goggles may be bor
rowed from the L.B. Gym 
Equipment Room. Registra
tions are being accepted at 
the UNB Business Office.

Non Credit Instruction

Due to the heavy demand 
for the instruction in Weight 
Training at the introductory 
level another session of

Competitive

Reserve Saturday and 
Sunday November 19 and 20 jl 
for the Fall Co-Ed Basketball

Men's Inter-
Residence Sports committee 
has been operating effec
tively for several years. 
Each of the eight UNB and 
two STU men's residences

Tournament. Entry deadline 
is Wednesday November 16, 
1983.

Kathy

Advisory Committees Meet

The Physical Recreation 
and Intramural Program 
aims to serve the recreation 
needs and interests of 
members of the University 
Community. Four advisory 
committees have been 
established to held the Pro
gram meet its goals. „

The Physical Recreation 
and Intramural Program Ad
visory Committee provides 
input concerning the total

Red Devils open season
By IAN SUTHERLAND

ton Blue Eagles 4-3 in a 
game played at the new 
Quispamsis Arena, near 
Saint John.

Brian Thomson, a prize 
recruit from Miami, Man. 
triggered the Devils' victory 
Friday, scoring four goals 
and adding one assist as 
UNB overcame an early 3-0 
deficit. Another rookie Tom 
St. James, scored for UNB, 
with other singles belonging 
to Mike Kelly, Ed Trail and 
Dave Bluteau.

Joel Steensen countered 
with two goals for the Black 
Bears.

In the victory against 
Moncton, UNB built up a 4-0 
lead and held on for the 4-3 
triumph. Mike Kelly paced 
the Devils offensively with 
two goals, with Thomson 
and Mark Jeffrey adding 
solo markers.

The Devils are at home 
next Saturday and Sunday, 
with St. F.X. and Dalhousie 
providing the opposition. 
S3S5S55533S3$SS$S$SgS3S3SS$5SSS/

With seven consecutive 
exhibition victories behind 
them, University of New 
Brunswick Red Devils hit the 
road this weekend for their 
opening two games of the 
Atlantic Universities Hockey 
Conference.

Tonight sees the Devils in 
Wolfville, N.S. for a contest 
against Acadia Axemen, 
while Saturday Don 
MacAdam's crew invades 
Halifax for a 7:30 start 
agianst St. Mary's Huskies. 
An identical trip during 
preseason earned the 
Devils a 4-2 victory over the 
Axemen and a 6-3 decision 
against the Huskies.

Meanwhile, UNB com
pleted its perfect preseason 
last Friday at the Aitken 
Centre, scoring a come- 
from-behind 8-6 victory 
against University of Maine 
Black Bears. Nine days ago, 
the Devils clipped defending 
conference champion Monc-

I INEW GOLD CHAIN 
| & BRACELET SELECTION |

j 50% OFF AT j FLANNERY JEWELLERS!
I

555S

ATTENTION GRADUATES 
Stone’s Studio

is now taking appointments for grad photos 
sitting charge includes photo for yearbook 

gowns and hoods supplied
480 Queen St., 455-7578

sitting charges wallet size

INCLUDES YEARBOOK PHOTO IF 
REQUESTED

MINIMUM ORDER FOR WALLETS IS 6 
FROM SAME POSE-NO RETOUCHING 

ON WALLETSSTUDIO: 9.95 
ENVIRONMENT: 19.95

6.. .9.95
12.. 17.95
25.. 27.95

Portraits

5x7....13.95 
8 x 10...16.95 
11 X14..54.95 
16X20..69.95

‘COASTER DERBY COSTUME PUB’specials
EACH SPECIAL MUST BE FROM ONE i 

POSE, ADDITIONAL SPECIALS MAY BE : 
ORDERED FROM THE SAME OR A 

DIFFERENT POSE 
N0.1 3-8x10 $39.95 
NO.2 1-8x10 $47.95

3- 5x7
N0.3 6-5x7 $66.95 " !
NO.4 2-8x10 $74.95

4- 5x7 
NO.5

WITH ANY ORDER OF $60.00 OR MORE 
YOU MAY PURCHASE 25 WALLET SIZE 

FOR $19.95

ALL PRICE SUBJECT 
To SALES TAX

FRIDAY OCT.28/83 
SUB-BALLROOM 9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m. 

ENTERTAINMENT by 
D.J.-ERIC STAFFORD

10% DISCOUNT FOR 3 OR MORE OF 
SAME SIZE FROM SAME POSE

EACH POSE WHEN ORDERING 3.50
-BUY YOUR TICKETS AT THE DOOR 

-SPECIAL HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
-DON’T FORGET YOUR COSTUME 
(PRICES FOR BEST COSTUMES!)

MINIMUN DEPOSIT OF 1/3 REQUIRED 
WHEN ORDER IS PLACED

3$25355$ 5555:**■ "le-W

N.X
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campus services
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■i SUB, rm. 126/ Telephone:453-4962

OKTOBERFEST 
B33R GARDENS;

x
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THE HAPRY 
WANDERERS

RJ
I
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will provide the oom- 
pah-pah in the SUB 

cafeteria

* lo

n
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Starting at 7:00 p.m. 
Happy Hour from 7-9

-thirsty fifties
-free oktoberfest hats

i

* h

\

<1$2.99

Friday (Oct 28) 7-1 p.m.

"Students Serving Students"

*
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